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Multimedia Semantic Analysis in the PrestoSpace Project

Valentin Tablan, Hamish Cunningham, Cristian Ursu

Department of Computer Science, University of Sheffield
Regent Court, 211 Portobello Street, S1 4DP

Sheffield, UK
Abstract

PrestoSpace is a European-funded research project that aims at addressing the problem of decaying audio-visual
archives throughout Europe by means of digitisation for preservation and access. One of the work areas within
the project is Metadata Access and Delivery (MAD) which employs innovative methods of generating metadata
for the digitised media in order to enhance the resulting archives and to ease access to the stored material.
One such method is the use of automatic semantic analysis using natural language processing techniques in the
process of creating analytical metadata for the preserved essence.

1. Introduction

Europe has a long-standing tradition of mu-
seums, archives and libraries for preserving its
cultural heritage represented by paintings, sculp-
tures, printed material or photographs. The 20th
Century, through the advent of audio-visual tech-
nology, has started producing new types of me-
dia that need to be preserved films and several
types of magnetic tapes for both audio and video
material. Key events were recorded, and audio-
visual media became a new form of cultural ex-
pression. These new types of material have also
started to be preserved using traditional methods,
by storing copies on shelves in large preservation
facilities. The size of these archives is consid-
erable The UNESCO estimates the size of the
world audio-visual holdings to about 200 million
hours, out of which around 50 million are in Eu-
rope. It has soon become apparent that this so-
lution is not ideal because these new types of
media suffer from chemical and physical decay
(some films produce acetic acid vinegar syn-
drome, while all types of magnetic tapes become
demagnetised over time). Another problem faced
by the archives is technical obsolescence, there
are fewer and fewer machines still capable of
playing the older formats and keeping those func-
tioning is becoming more and more expensive. In
some cases even finding operators who are still
qualified to operate those machines is becoming
a problem as older personnel retires and new one
is only trained for newer types of devices.

Although one possible solution would be to
copy the legacy material onto newer storage for-
mats, these operations would lead to loss of qual-
ity which is inherent to analogue processes. It is
now widely accepted that the best available solu-
tion given the technical possibilities of today is
to digitise the contents of the archives thus stop-
ping the process of deterioration and freezing the
quality levels at their current state. Starting from
the digital copy, further transfers to new types of
media will be possible with no loss of quality.

Throughout Europe large audio-visual
archives, such as those managing the holdings
of large broadcasting organisations, have already
started the process of digitisation for preserva-
tion. This is an expensive process, the average
cost for transfer from old to new media using
the most cost-effective current technology is
around 500 euros/hour a finding of the now
ended Presto project. Budgetary restrictions
mean that the current rate of transfer to digital for
the most archives is not fast enough to ensure the
preservation of the entire back-catalogue before
it falls prey to decay. While an increase in budget
would solve the problem, expecting that would
be unrealistic. This is why the PrestoSpace
project is addressing the issue starting from the
other end by finding a way to lower the costs
associated with the preservation process.

Better preservation and access also leads to
increased reuse potential for the legacy audio-
visual material, enabling media organisations to
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extract more value from their holdings. This ex-
tra value can be returned as extra investment for
preservation activities speeding up the digitisa-
tion effort and thus helping to save even more ma-
terial from being deprecated and forgotten.

The next sections of the paper provide an over-
all view of the organisation of the PrestoSpace
project, a more detailed view of the Metadata Ac-
cess and Delivery work-area of the project and
then it centres on the work done for automatic se-
mantic analysis.

2. The PrestoSpace Project
Audiovisual archiving is a complex and multi-

disciplinary domain spanning such diverse fields
as chemistry, physics, signal processing, robotics
and artificial intelligence. The challenge is to in-
tegrate partners of all domains representing the
variety of competencies needed. The Project
therefore brings together participants including
8 archive institutions, most of them representing
the archives as well as their R&D departments,
3 applied R&D institutions, 6 academic institutes
and 15 industrial partners.

The partners have analysed the different steps
of preservation work towards access according to
archives practises and to the required skills and
technologies. The main production chain is the
migration from analogue to digital material, in-
cluding stock evaluation, identification and selec-
tion, the digitisation process and its control, the
restoration, the storage and the production of con-
tent information (metadata) allowing for access
and delivery.

Figure 1 depicts the projects work areas as
well as the way they interact through the general
work-flow. The Preservation work area is at the
start of the chain and deals with the digitisation
of the analogue media. All further processing is
then performed on the digital copy. This area is
concerned with robotics, hardware and software
facilities dedicated to automating the process of
digitisation to the highest possible level with a
view to reducing the associated costs.

The next work area is Storage and Archive
Management which aims to supply archives of all
sizes with the required information and manage-
ment tools so they can plan their own preserva-
tion process and keep track of their assets and the

Figure 1: Overall organisation of the PrestoSpace
project

costs involved in moving from an analogue to a
digital storage solution.

The Restoration work area provides an inte-
grated restoration system that will be capable of
analysing the digitised material, identify defects
and apply the most appropriate software algo-
rithms for correction. This will be a scalable sys-
tem aimed at high throughput for a good enough
quality at a low cost.

Metadata Access and Delivery MAD provides
solutions to the problem of finding and making
accessible the material preserved in the archives.
This entails first generating metadata informa-
tion describing the audio-visual items, by trans-
ferring the existing legacy metadata from the old
analogue archives and by generating new infor-
mation as a result of various content analysis pro-
cesses and semantic analysis. Once the meta-
data exists, efficient retrieval methods are pro-
vided that combine the power of traditional in-
formation retrieval techniques with novel search
methods based on conceptual search over the se-
mantic metadata.

In order to help reducing the preservation
costs, a factory approach is taken when the over-
all work-flow is designed. The various work ar-
eas interact creating a preservation chain that pro-
vides high throughput and good quality at a cost
as low as possible. Human interaction is avoided
wherever it can, being replaced by robotics and
algorithms that can take decisions based on the
setup of the system and the set of requirements.
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2.1. The MAD Documentation Platform
Digital material can only be effectively ac-

cessed if metadata describing it is available in
some sort of cataloguing system. Production of
such metadata currently requires manual annota-
tion by an archivist, a time consuming and hence
costly task. The MAD platform is responsible for
automating the documentation process as much
as possible by employing state of the art algo-
rithms for content analysis and semantic analy-
sis based on human language technologies (HLT)
in order to derive metadata. Depending on the
level of detail required for the resulting metadata,
some human intervention may still be necessary
but that is kept to a minimum and the automated
processing is still employed as a helping tool even
when a human archivist is authoring the meta-
data.

Figure 2: The MAD work-area architecture.

The architectural organisation of the MAD
platform is illustrated in Figure 2. The system
comprises a core element (the MAD core plat-
form) and a set of configurable Generic Activ-
ity MAD Processors (GAMPs). The core plat-
form handles the work and data flow through the
system and provides services for storage of the
essence and metadata files. The essence is stored
as a file containing the digitised version of the
audio-visual item. Several other representations
such as a low-resolution preview version or sepa-
rate audio channels or video track can be derived
as required by the processes applied. The meta-
data is stored as XML files using a schema cen-
tred on the concept of Editorial Object (EDOB)
which can represent either a programme or a
unitary section of one. All temporal decompo-
sitions of EDOBs such as time-aligned speech
transcripts or visual analysis metadata are repre-
sented using MPEG7. The storage for metadata
files provides versioning support through Source-

Jammer, a CVS-like, open-source Java system,
wrapped up as a web service. This provides
some sort of transactional support by allowing
rollbacks for failed operations that need to be re-
run.

All the processing within the MAD platform
is performed by the various GAMPs which im-
plement algorithms for metadata creation or pro-
vide services to the other GAMPs such as mul-
timedia de-multiplexing or the generation of au-
tomated speech-to-text transcripts. The two main
metadata creating GAMPs are the Audio-Visual
Content Analysis one which identifies keyframes,
scene or shot boundaries and produces other tech-
nical metadata and the Semantic Analysis GAMP
which generates conceptual metadata starting
from the speech transcript or other textual sources
available (such as subtitles or closed captions). A
web-based interface allows the operator to con-
figure the work-flow and the individual GAMPs
as well as to monitor the state of the system at
any point and to intervene for solving any prob-
lems arising.

3. The semantic analysis process
The Semantic Analysis GAMP uses textual

sources such as automatic speech recognition or
subtitles or the output of a video OCR process
running over the titles or the credits section in or-
der to derive conceptual information about a mul-
timedia item. This metadata can then be used to
perform new types of searches within the archives
allowing the retrieval of material based on con-
ceptual queries using semantic entities like per-
son names, geographical locations or commercial
organisations and the relations between them.

The main challenge that needs to be addressed
is posed by the poor quality of the text that results
form speech recognition of OCR. The process of
automatic extraction of semantic meta-data from
text is a complex one and needs good quality text
as input in order to provide usable results. While
some analysis can be performed on the type of
text that is obtained from the multimedia file, the
amount of information that can be extracted is
rather limited. One way to solve this problem
is to try and find better textual sources relating
to the multimedia material. One source of good
quality text is the Internet and, especially in the
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case of news broadcasts, one could hope to find
web pages that are closely related to the events
mentioned in the media item. This is the hypoth-
esis that our system is based on.

Figure 3: Architecture of the semantic analysis
pipeline.

Figure 3 shows the pipeline used for per-
forming semantic analysis. The speech tran-
script is first segmented using the C99 segmenter
(Chaisorn et al., 2003) which uses lexical sim-
ilarity to decide where a segment split should be
inserted. For each of the resulting segments a cus-
tomised Information Extraction system is used
that is capable of extracting some entities from
degraded text. Next keyphrases are extracted
from each of the segments using the TF.IDF tech-
nique. These are then used to perform web
searches that find pages that might be related to
the content in the multimedia file. From all the
candidate pages, the system selects the ones that
exhibit a level of similarity with the transcript
that is higher than a pre-defined threshold. The
pages thus obtained represent high quality text as-
sociated with the multimedia item being analysed
and can be used to extract semantic meta-data in
the form of named entities and relations. This is
done using the KIM platform (Popov et al., 2004)
that was designed especially for processing web
pages.

Once the semantic entities in the related web
pages have been detected, a method for merg-
ing and assigning confidence scores for these re-
sults back in the transcribed text is required. The
idea is to augment the entities found in the ASR
transcript with the information extracted from the
corresponding entities identified by KIM. Firstly,
the stemmed entities from the ASR transcription
are matched against the stemmed content of the

ones in the related web document. If more than
half of their content is found among the one of
the entities found by KIM, the highest confidence
score is assigned to both entities. The seman-
tic information carried by the web entity, is then
transferred to the one in the transcript obtain-
ing both temporal and conceptual accuracy. Sec-
ondly, the remaining KIM entities are matched
against the stemmed content of the ASR tran-
script and for every match, the semantic content
of the KIM entity is transferred to the topical seg-
ment containing the text region of the match.

In order to browse and validate the results, a
simple user interface has been implemented that
can display the media content, the ASR tran-
script, the links to the related web pages and de-
tails about the entities discovered. A screenshot
of that interface is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the results of running the sys-
tem over a news broadcast from 2002. One of
the leading stories at the time involved a person
named “Paul Burrell”. What is interesting about
him is that because of the non-standard surname,
the speech system failed consistently to recog-
nise the name – despite the fact that it is men-
tioned 4 times in the story it is never recognised
correctly. The semantic analysis system however,
manages to get the correct named entity because
it is extracted from the web page where it is spelt
correctly and is then matched to the partial en-
tity paul extracted from the transcript. The inter-
face shows the transcript containing the text “paul
bar all” while the entity details pane shows the
spelling “Paul Burrell”.
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ZD\� WHOO� WKH� VDPH� VWRU\�� EH� LW� QHZV� RU� ILFWLRQ��

7KLV� IDFW� FDQ� EH� H[SORLWHG� E\� PXOWLPHGLD�

LQGH[LQJ�V\VWHPV�� IRU�H[DPSOH�� WR�JHQHUDWH� ULFK�

GHVFULSWLRQV� RI� VHPDQWLF� YLGHR� FRQWHQW� IURP�

WH[WV� UHODWHG� WR� WKH� YLGHR�� $Q� LQWHUHVWLQJ� DQG�

FKDOOHQJLQJ�VFHQDULR� LV� ILOP�DQG� WKH�ZLGH�UDQJH�

RI� WH[WV� GHVFULELQJ� LWV� FRQWHQW�� VXFK� DV� QRYHOV��

VFUHHQSOD\V�� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ�� SORW� VXPPDULHV�

DQG�UHYLHZV��7KHVH�WH[WV�FRPSOHPHQW�HDFK�RWKHU�

LQ�SURYLGLQJ�GLIIHUHQW�NLQGV�RI�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DERXW�

WKH�VWRU\�WROG�E\�D�ILOP��,W�ZRXOG�EH�GLIILFXOW��LI�

QRW� LPSRVVLEOH�� WR� H[WUDFW� PXFK� RI� WKLV�

LQIRUPDWLRQ� GLUHFWO\� IURP� YLGHR� GDWD� DORQH��

+RZHYHU�� EHIRUH� LQIRUPDWLRQ� H[WUDFWHG� IURP�

HDFK� WH[W� W\SH� FDQ� EH� FRPELQHG� LQWR� D� ULFK�

UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ� RI� VHPDQWLF� YLGHR� FRQWHQW�� LW� LV�

QHFHVVDU\� WR� VROYH� WKH� &URVV�'RFXPHQW�

&RUHIHUHQFH� �&'&5�� WDVN�� 7KLV� LV� WKH� WDVN� RI�

GHFLGLQJ� ZKHWKHU� WZR� OLQJXLVWLF� GHVFULSWLRQV�

UHIHU�WR�WKH�VDPH�HQWLW\�RU�HYHQW��%DJJD����������

6WRULHV� FDQ� EH� GHILQHG� DV� FRPSULVLQJ� D�

VHTXHQFH� RI� FDXVDOO\� FRQQHFWHG� HYHQWV�� ZKHUH�

WKH� FDXVDO� FRQQHFWLRQV� W\SLFDOO\� UHODWH� WR� WKH�

JRDOV� DQG� EHOLHIV� RI� FKDUDFWHUV� �%RUGZHOO� DQG�

7KRPVRQ� ������� 7KLV� SDSHU� IRFXVHV� RQ� &'&5�

EHWZHHQ�WZR�LQWHUHVWLQJO\�GLIIHUHQW�W\SHV�RI�WH[W�

WKDW�WHOO�WKH�VWRULHV�RI�ILOPV�±�SORW�VXPPDULHV�DQG�

DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ��3ORW�VXPPDULHV�DUH�ZULWWHQ�E\�

ILOP� YLHZHUV� WR� VXPPDULVH� WKH�PDMRU� HYHQWV� RI�

WKH�VWRU\��$XGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ� LV�PRVWO\�SURGXFHG�

E\� WUDLQHG�H[SHUWV� WR� QDUUDWH�ZKDW� LV� KDSSHQLQJ�

RQ� VFUHHQ� IRU� YLVXDOO\� LPSDLUHG� DQG� EOLQG� ILOP�

YLHZHUV�� )RU�PRUH� DERXW� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� DQG�

LWV� XVH� IRU� LQGH[LQJ� QDUUDWLYH� DVSHFWV� RI� ILOP�

YLGHR� GDWD�� VHH� �6DOZD\� DQG� *UDKDP� �������

(DFK� WH[W�� DORQJ� ZLWK� WKH� ILOP� LWVHOI�� FDQ� EH�

FRQVLGHUHG� DV� D� WHOOLQJ� RI� WKH� VDPH� VWRU\�

�&KDWPDQ� ������� HDFK� WH[W� VHOHFWV� DQG� SUHVHQWV�

LQIRUPDWLRQ� DERXW� WKH� HYHQWV� RI� D� VWRU\�

GLIIHUHQWO\�� 7KHVH� GLIIHUHQFHV� PHDQ� WKDW� WDNHQ�

WRJHWKHU� WKH� WH[WV� FRXOG� SURYLGH� ULFKHU� LQGLFHV�

IRU� ILOP� YLGHR� GDWD�� KRZHYHU� WKH� GLIIHUHQFHV�

PDNH� WKH� WDVN�RI�PHUJLQJ� LQIRUPDWLRQ� IURP� WKH�

WZR�WH[W�W\SHV�GLIILFXOW��

��� &URVV�'RFXPHQW�&RUHIHUHQFH�IRU�
9LGHR�,QGH[LQJ�

9LGHR� FDQ� EH� LQGH[HG� E\� DSSO\LQJ� D� YDULHW\�

RI� QDWXUDO� ODQJXDJH� SURFHVVLQJ� WHFKQLTXHV� RQ� D�
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UDQJH� RI� WH[WV� UHODWLQJ� WR� LWV� FRQWHQW�� 6\VWHPV�

VXFK� DV� :(%6HHN� �6PLWK� DQG� &KDQJ�� �������

3RS(\H��1HWWHU���������,QIRUPHGLD��+DXSWPDQQ��

������� 5(9($/� 7+,6� �3LSHULGLV� DQG�

3DSDJHRUJLRX�� ������ DQG�*RRJOH�9LGHR� �������

EHWZHHQ� WKHP� SURFHVV� +70/� WDJV�� FORVHG�

FDSWLRQV� DQG� VSHHFK� WUDQVFULSWLRQV�� 2WKHU�

V\VWHPV�H[WUDFW� LQIRUPDWLRQ� IURP�PXOWLSOH� WH[WV�

UHODWHG�WR�UHVWULFWHG�VHWV�RI�HYHQWV�LQ�D�VSHFLDOLVW�

GRPDLQ�� 7KH� .$%� V\VWHP� SURFHVVHV� GDQFH�

GHVFULSWLRQV� DQG� LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV� SURGXFHG� E\�

H[SHUWV� �6DOZD\�� ������� ,Q� RUGHU� WR� LQGH[�

WHOHYLVLRQ� FRYHUDJH� RI� VRFFHU� PDWFKHV�� WKH�

080,6� V\VWHP� �.XSHU� HW� DO�� ������ PHUJHV�

LQIRUPDWLRQ� DERXW� ��� IRRWEDOO� HYHQWV�� VXFK� DV�

JRDO�� IUHH� NLFN� DQG� VXEVWLWXWLRQ�� IURP� IRRWEDOO�

WUDQVFULSWLRQV�� WLFNHUV� DQG� QHZV� UHSRUWV�� 7KH�

DXWRPDWLF� LGHQWLILFDWLRQ� RI� FURVV�GRFXPHQW�

FRUHIHUHQFH�LV�D�FUXFLDO�VWHS�LQ�WKLV�PHUJLQJ��7R�

GDWH��&'&5�DOJRULWKPV�KDYH�W\SLFDOO\�EHHQ�XVHG�

DV� SDUW� RI� FURVV�GRFXPHQW� VXPPDULVDWLRQ�

V\VWHPV��PDWFKLQJ� LQIRUPDWLRQ� LQ�QHZV�DUWLFOHV��

1�JUDP� DOJRULWKPV� PDWFK� WZR� RU� PRUH�

FRQVHFXWLYH� ZRUGV�� VFRUHG� DFFRUGLQJ� WR�

VWDWLVWLFDO� PHWKRGV�� VXFK� DV� WKH� GRFXPHQW� WHUP�

IUHTXHQF\� �7)�� DQG� WKH� LQYHUVH� GRFXPHQW�

IUHTXHQF\� �,')��� DQG� DUH� XVHG� LQ� V\VWHPV� VXFK�

DV�1HZV�6WRU\�*LVWLQJ��'RUDQ�HW�DO���������7KH�

µHYHQW� FHQWULF¶� DOJRULWKP� LV� SDUW� RI� WKH�065� ±�

1/3� V\VWHP� �9DQGHUZHQGH� HW� DO�� ������ DQG�

VXJJHVWV�D�YHUE�FHQWUHG�PHWKRG��E\�PDWFKLQJ�WKH�

YHUE� SOXV� DQRWKHU� ZRUG� LQ� D� IXQFWLRQDO� UROH� ±�

VXEMHFW� RU� REMHFW�� 7KH� %RRVWLQJ� DOJRULWKP�

�=KDQJ� HW� DO�� ������ PDWFKHV� RSHQ� FODVV� ZRUGV�

DQG�WKHLU�V\QRQ\PV��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�:RUG1HW���

��� &RUSXV�EDVHG�$QDO\VHV�RI�$XGLR�
'HVFULSWLRQ�DQG�3ORW�6XPPDULHV��

2XU� LQLWLDO� REVHUYDWLRQV� DERXW� ZK\� SORW�

VXPPDULHV� DQG� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQV� DUH� ZULWWHQ�

VXJJHVW� WKDW� WKH\� ZLOO� VHOHFW� DQG� SUHVHQW�

LQIRUPDWLRQ� DERXW� ILOP� HYHQWV� YHU\� GLIIHUHQWO\���

7KH� FRUSXV� DQDO\VLV� UHSRUWHG� KHUH� LQYHVWLJDWHG��

�L�� WKH� IUHTXHQW� RSHQ�FODVV�ZRUGV� LQ� FRUSRUD� RI�

SORW� VXPPDULHV� DQG� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� �6HFWLRQ�

������ �LL��ZKHWKHU� WKHUH� DUH� UHJXODULWLHV� EHWZHHQ�

WKH� ZRUGV� XVHG� WR� UHIHU� WR� HYHQWV� LQ� SORW�

VXPPDULHV� DQG� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� �6HFWLRQ� ������

:H� JDWKHUHG� D� FRUSXV� RI� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ�

VFULSWV� IRU� ��� ILOPV�� WRWDOOLQJ� �������� ZRUGV�

VSUHDG� DFURVV� �� FDWHJRULHV� DQG� D� FRUSXV� RI� ����

SORW� VXPPDULHV� VSUHDG� DFURVV� WKH� VDPH�

FDWHJRULHV�� WRWDOOLQJ� ������� ZRUGV�� )RU� PRUH�

LQIRUPDWLRQ� DERXW� WKH� FRUSRUD� DQG� KRZ� WKH\�

ZHUH�JDWKHUHG��VHH��7RPDGDNL���������

����� )UHTXHQW�2SHQ�&ODVV�:RUGV��

$Q� DQDO\VLV� RI� WKH� ����PRVW� IUHTXHQW�ZRUGV�

LQ� WKH� FRUSRUD� VKRZV� WKDW� ERWK� FRQWDLQ� DQ�

XQXVXDOO\� KLJK� QXPEHU� RI� IUHTXHQW� RSHQ�FODVV�

ZRUGV� �QRXQV�� YHUEV�� DGYHUEV� DQG� DGMHFWLYHV���

7KH� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� FRUSXV� LQFOXGHV� ��� RSHQ�

FODVV�ZRUGV�LQ�WKH�WRS�����DQG�WKH�SORW�VXPPDU\�

FRUSXV�LQFOXGHV�����QRWH��RQO\���DSSHDU�LQ�WKH�LQ�

WKH� WRS� ���� ZRUGV� RI� WKH� JHQHUDO� ODQJXDJH��

%ULWLVK�1DWLRQDO�&RUSXV��VHH�WKH�OLVW�LQ��.LOJDUULI�

����������

.LQGV�RI�

ZRUGV�

$XGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�

IUHTXHQW�2&:�

3ORW�VXPPDU\�

IUHTXHQW�2&:�

:RUGV�WKDW�

UHIHU�WR�

FKDUDFWHUV��

KXPDQ�ERG\�

PDQ��KHDG��H\HV��

KDQG��IDFH��KDQGV��

7RP��PHQ��-RKQ��

ZRPDQ�

PDQ��IDPLO\��

ZLIH��PHQ��IDWKHU��

VRQ��ZRPDQ��

+DUU\��7RP�

:RUGV�WKDW�

UHIHU�WR�HYHQWV�

RU�VWDWHV�

ORRNV��WXUQV��WDNHV��

ZDONV��VLWV��VWDQGV��

RSHQ��SXOOV��VPLOHV��

VWDUHV��JRHV��ORRN��

SXWV��VWHSV��ZDWFKHV��

RSHQV��UXQV��VWRSV��

JR�

JHW��KHOS��ORYH��

ILQGV��GLVFRYHUV��

QDPHG�

:RUGV�WKDW�

UHIHU�WR�

REMHFWV�DQG�

VSDFH�

URRP��FDU��VLGH��

WDEOH��ZLQGRZ��EHG��

GRRU��ZD\�

��

&RORXUV� ZKLWH��EODFN��UHG����� ��

:RUGV�WKDW�

UHIHU�WR�WLPH�

�� QRZ��WLPH��QHZ��

\HDUV��GD\��\RXQJ�

0LVFHOODQHRXV� ZDWHU� OLIH��ZRUOG��ZD\��

ZDU��VWRU\��HDUWK�

7DEOH����2SHQ�FODVV�ZRUGV��2&:��LQ�WKH�WRS�����

ZRUGV�RI�WKH�FRUSRUD�RI�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�DQG�SORW�

VXPPDULHV��WKH�OLVWV�ZHUH�QRW�OHPPDWLVHG����8QGHUOLQHG�

ZRUGV�DUH�FRPPRQ�WR�WKH�WRS�����RI�ERWK�FRUSRUD��

7KH�FRUSRUD�DUH�VLPLODU�LQ�WKH�ZRUGV�UHIHUULQJ�

WR� FKDUDFWHUV�ZRUGV� ��PDQ��ZRPDQ��PHQ��7DEOH�

���7KH�UHVW�RI�WKH�IUHTXHQW�RSHQ�FODVV�ZRUGV�DUH�

GLIIHUHQW�� LPSO\LQJ� VLJQLILFDQW� GLIIHUHQFHV�

EHWZHHQ�WKH�NLQGV�RI�LQIRUPDWLRQ�JLYHQ�E\�ERWK�

WH[WV�� ,Q� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� IUHTXHQW�ZRUGV� UHIHU�

WR� WKH� KXPDQ� ERG\� �KHDG�� H\HV�� KDQG�� IDFH���

REMHFWV� �GRRU�� ZLQGRZ�� WDEOH�� DQG� FRORXUV�� ,Q�

SORW� VXPPDULHV�� IUHTXHQW� ZRUGV� UHIHU� WR� WLPH�
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�GD\�� QRZ��� � 0RVW� LQWHUHVWLQJ� WR� XV�� WKH� ZRUGV�

UHIHUULQJ�WR�HYHQWV�DUH�FRPSOHWHO\�GLIIHUHQW��7KLV�

FRQWUDVW� LV� DSSDUHQW� LQ� D� FODVVLILFDWLRQ� RI� WKH�

PRVW�IUHTXHQW�YHUEV�LQ�HDFK�FRUSXV��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�

WKH� W\SHV� RI� SURFHVV� �+DOOLGD\� ������ WKDW� WKH\�

UHIHU�WR���7RPDGDNL�DQG�6DOZD\���������7DEOH������

%RUURZLQJ�WHUPV�IURP�D�VHW�RI�JHQHULF�DFWLRQV�

IRU� KXPDQ� PRYHPHQW� �*DYULOD� ������� DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ� LQFOXGHV� ZRUGV� UHIHUULQJ� WR� VWDQG�

DORQH�DFWLRQV��ORRN��VWDUH��ZDWFK��WXUQ��ZDON��JR��

VWHS�� DQG� LQWHUDFWLRQV�ZLWK�REMHFWV�� �RSHQ�� SXW����

3ORW� VXPPDULHV� GHVFULEH� SURFHVVHV� LQYROYLQJ�

FRPSOH[� VHTXHQFHV� RI� KXPDQ� PRYHPHQW� DQG�

LPSO\LQJ�VRPHWKLQJ�DERXW�FKDUDFWHUV¶�JRDOV�DQG�

EHOLHIV� �KHOSV�� ORYH�� GLVFRYHUV�� HVFDSH��PXUGHU����

7KLV�FRQWUDVW�FDQ�EH�H[SODLQHG�E\� WKH� IXQFWLRQV�

RI� HDFK� WH[W� W\SH�� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� LV� LQWHQGHG�

WR� FRPPXQLFDWH� ZKDW� LV� EHLQJ� GHSLFWHG� RQ�

VFUHHQ�ZKHUHDV� D� SORW� VXPPDU\�PXVW� FRQGHQVH�

WKH�HVVHQWLDO�HOHPHQWV�RI� WKH�VWRU\�� �,W� LV� IXUWKHU�

LQGLFDWHG�E\�WKH�GLIIHUHQFHV�LQ�PHQWDO�SURFHVVHV���

3URFHVV� 9HUEV�LQ�DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ���

9HUEV�LQ�SORW�

VXPPDULHV�

0DWHULDO�

�

WXUQ��WDNH��ZDON���

VLW����VWDQG���RSHQ��

JR��SXW��VWHS��

KROG���FORVH��

ZHDU���FDUU\��UXQ��

IDOO��OLIW��WKURZ��

NLVV��OHDG��JHW��

JLYH��FURVV�

JHW��KHOS��ILQG��JR��

WDNH��PHHW��EHFRPH��

NLOO��PDNH��GHVWUR\��

SOD\��VDYH��FRPH��

HVFDSH��PRYH��ORVH��

WU\��PXUGHU��GLH��

OHDYH��

5HODWLRQDO�

�

EH� EH��KDYH�

0HQWDO�

�

ZDWFK��VHH� ORYH��GLVFRYHU��ZDQW��

NQRZ��VHH��GHFLGH��

VHHP�

9HUEDO�

�

�� WHOO�

%HKDYLRXUDO� ORRN��VPLOH��VWDUH��

JODQFH��QRG�

��

�

7DEOH����7KH����PRVW�IUHTXHQW�YHUEV�LQ�WKH�DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ�DQG�SORW�VXPPDULHV�LQ�OHPPDWLVHG�FRUSRUD�

ZRUGOLVWV��FDWHJRULVHG�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�IXQFWLRQDO�JUDPPDU�

SURFHVVHV��+DOOLGD\��������

����� &URVV�'RFXPHQW�&RUHIHUHQFH��

7KH�FRQWUDVWV�EHWZHHQ�WKH�YHUEV�XVHG�WR�UHIHU�

WR� HYHQWV� LQ� SORW� VXPPDULHV� DQG� DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ� VHHP� WR� SUHVHQW� FKDOOHQJHV� IRU� WKH�

&'&5� WDVN�� LW� LV� QRW� SRVVLEOH� WR� PDWFK� WZR�

OLQJXLVWLF�GHVFULSWLRQV�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�ZKHWKHU�WKH\�

FRQWDLQ� WKH� VDPH� YHUE�� +RZHYHU�� LW� PLJKW� EH�

UHDVRQDEOH�WR�WKLQN�WKDW�HYHQ�LI�WZR�GHVFULSWLRQV�

RI�WKH�VDPH�HYHQW�GR�QRW�XVH�WKH�VDPH�YHUE��WKH\�

ZLOO� DW� OHDVW� XVH� YHUEV� WKDW� VKDUH� VRPH� OH[LFDO�

UHODWLRQ�� H�J�� V\QRQ\P\�� WURSRQ\P\�� HQWDLOPHQW�

�)HOOEDXP� ������� 7KXV� ZH� FUHDWHG� D� GDWD� VHW�

FRPSULVLQJ� ���� LQVWDQFHV� RI� &'&5� EHWZHHQ�

SORW� VXPPDULHV� DQG� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ�� ,Q�

VXPPDU\�� RXU� DQDO\VLV� VKRZHG�� SHUKDSV�

VXUSULVLQJO\�� WKDW� WKHUH� LV� YHU\� OLWWOH� V\VWHPDWLF�

UHODWLRQ� EHWZHHQ� WKH� ZRUGV� XVHG� WR� UHIHU� WR�

HYHQWV�LQ�SORW�VXPPDULHV�DQG�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ��

+RZHYHU��ZH�ZHUH�DEOH� WR�QRWH�VRPH�GHJUHH�RI�

UHJXODULW\� LQ� WKH� QXPEHU� RI� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ�

XWWHUDQFHV� FR�UHIHUULQJ� ZLWK� D� SORW� VXPPDU\�

FODXVH� DFFRUGLQJ� WR� WKH� DVSHFW� RI� WKH� YHUE�

LQFOXGHG�LQ�WKH�SORW�VXPPDU\��

7KH����PRVW� IUHTXHQW� HYHQWV�ZHUH� LGHQWLILHG�

LQ� WKH� SORW� VXPPDU\� FRUSXV� DIWHU� OHPPDWLVLQJ�

WKH� FRUSXV� ZRUGOLVW�� KHOS� ���� LQVWDQFHV��� PHHW�

������NLOO� ������EULQJ� ����� WHOO� ����� IRUFH� ����� ILQG�

�����GLVFRYHU������ ORYH�����DQG�PXUGHU������(DFK�

SORW� VXPPDU\� LQVWDQFH�� LQFOXGLQJ� D� FODXVH�ZLWK�

RQH� RI� WKHVH�ZRUGV� �DSSHDULQJ�PRVWO\� DV� YHUEV�

DQG� RQ� D� YHU\� IHZ� RFFDVLRQV� DV� QRXQV��� ZDV�

FRUUHODWHG��E\�RQH�RI�WKH�DXWKRUV��WR�RQH�RU�PRUH�

DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� XWWHUDQFHV�� ZKLFK� FRXOG� EH�

FRQVHFXWLYH�RU�VFDWWHUHG�LQ�GLIIHUHQW�SDUWV�RI�WKH�

VFULSW�� 7DEOH� �� VKRZV� H[DPSOHV� RI� &'&5�

UHODWLQJ�WR�SORW�VXPPDU\�LQVWDQFHV�RI�PXUGHU��

)LOP� 3ORW�VXPPDU\�

FODXVH�

$XGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�

XWWHUDQFH�V�

2QH�+RW�

VXPPHU�

QLJKW�

:KHQ�WKH�

EXVLQHVVPDQ�LV�

PXUGHUHG�WKH�

SROLFH�QDWXUDOO\�

H\H�WKH�ZRPDQ�DV�

WKH�WRS�VXVSHFW��

>��������@�7KH�GULYHU�

SXOOV�D�JXQ��

>��������@�7KH�YDQ�

GULYHU�VKRRWV�WKH�

PLGGOH�DJHG�PDQ�DQG�

KH�VOXPSV�EDFN«�

6HH�1R�

(YLO��+HDU�

1R�(YLO�

$�PDQ�LV�

PXUGHUHG��

�

>��������@�7KH�ZRPDQ�

SXOOV�D�JXQ���6KH�VKRRWV�

KLP�

0LGQLJKW�

LQ�WKH�

*DUGHQ�RI�

*RRG�DQG�

(YLO�

7KH�P\VWHULHV�

VXUURXQGLQJ�

%LOO\
V�PXUGHU«�

>��������@�%LOO\�LV�

O\LQJ�IDFH�GRZQ��EORRG�

RQ�KLV�EDFN�������

>��������@�-LP�VKRRWV�

%LOO\�LQ�WKH�EDFN��

7DEOH����([DPSOH�&'&5�SDLUV�IRU�PXUGHU�
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:H�DQDO\VHG�WKH�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�XWWHUDQFHV�

DVVRFLDWHG� ZLWK� HDFK� RI� WKH� ��� IUHTXHQW� SORW�

VXPPDU\�HYHQWV�WR�LGHQWLI\�ZRUGV�WKDW�RFFXUUHG�

XQXVXDOO\� IUHTXHQWO\� LQ� WKH� FR�UHIHUULQJ� DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ�� ([DPSOHV� ZH� IRXQG� LQFOXGHG�� IRU�

WKH� SORW� VXPPDU\� HYHQW� NLOO� ±� ERG\�� JXQ�� IDOOV��

VKRRWV� DQG� SROLFH�� DQG� IRU� WKH� SORW� VXPPDU\�

HYHQW� ORYH� ±� NLVV�� NLVVHV�� JD]H�� JHQWO\�� OLSV��

+RZHYHU�� VXFK� H[DPSOHV� ZHUH� UDUH�� DQG� FRXOG�

RQO\� EH� GHWHFWHG� IRU� VRPH� RI� WKH� YHU\� PRVW�

FRPPRQO\� RFFXUULQJ� SORW� VXPPDU\� HYHQWV���

8QOHVV� WKH� FRUSRUD� ZHUH� PXFK� ODUJHU�� RU� WKH�

&'&5� WDVN� ZDV� UHGXFHG� WR� D� VPDOO� VHW� RI�

FRPPRQ� HYHQWV�� WKHQ� LW� VHHPV� XQOLNHO\� WKDW� D�

&'&5� DOJRULWKP� FDQ� UHO\� RQ� PDWFKLQJ� YHUEV�

HLWKHU�GLUHFWO\�RU�YLD�DQ\�NLQG�RI�OH[LFDO�UHODWLRQ��

WKHUH� LV� D� ODUJH� WDLO� RI� LQIUHTXHQW� HYHQWV� LQ� WKH�

SORW� VXPPDU\� FRUSXV� ±� IRU� PRUH� GHWDLOV� VHH�

�7RPDGDNL� ������� �2QO\� LQ� �����RI� WKH�&'&5�

LQVWDQFHV� GLG� WKH� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� UHIHU� WR� WKH�

HYHQW� H[SUHVVHG� LQ� WKH� SORW� VXPPDU\� ZLWK� WKH�

VDPH� ZRUG� RU� ZLWK� D� V\QRQ\P�� � ,QVWHDG��

VRPHWLPHV�� WKH� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� GHVFULEHV� RQH�

RU� D� VHULHV� RI� UHODWHG� DFWLRQV�ZKHUH� WKHUH� LV�� LQ�

FRPPRQ�ZLWK� WKH�SORW� VXPPDU\�FODXVH��DW� OHDVW�

RQH� HQWLW\� LQ� WKH� VDPH� IXQFWLRQDO� UROH� RU� D�

FRPELQDWLRQ�RI�HQWLWLHV���

2QH� UHJXODULW\� ZH� REVHUYHG� WKDW� PLJKW� EH�

KHOSIXO�IRU�&'&5�VROXWLRQV�LV�D�FRUUHVSRQGHQFH�

EHWZHHQ� WKH� DVSHFW� RI� D� YHUE� ±� SXQFWXDO� RU�

GXUDWLYH� �&RPULH� ������ ±� LQ� WKH� SORW� VXPPDU\�

XWWHUDQFH�� DQG� WKH� QXPEHU� RI� PDWFKLQJ� SORW�

VXPPDU\�XWWHUDQFHV��7KH�HYHQWV�GLVFRYHU��PHHW��

EULQJ��PXUGHU��NLOO�� ILQG� DQG� WHOO� DUH� FRQVLGHUHG�

WR� EH� SXQFWXDO� DQG� WKH\� FR�UHIHU� ZLWK� D� PHDQ�

DYHUDJH� RI� �� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� XWWHUDQFHV�� %\�

FRQWUDVW�� WKH� GXUDWLYH� KHOS�� ORYH� DQG� IRUFH� FR�

UHIHU� ZLWK� D� PHDQ� DYHUDJH� RI� ��� DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ� XWWHUDQFHV�� 3XQFWXDO� HYHQWV� XVXDOO\�

RFFXU�LQ�RQH�SDUW�RI�WKH�ILOP�DQG�FRQVHTXHQWO\�LQ�

RQH�SDUW�RI� WKH�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ��H�J�� D�PXUGHU�

XVXDOO\�KDSSHQV�TXLWH�TXLFNO\� LQ�RQH� VFHQH�DQG�

LV� WKXV� H[SUHVVHG� LQ� D� IHZ� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ�

XWWHUDQFHV�� µ'XUDWLYH¶� HYHQWV� DUH� H[SUHVVHG� LQ�

PXOWLSOH� SDUWV� RI� WKH� ILOP� DQG� GLVSHUVHG� LQ� WKH�

DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ�� H�J�� DQ� HYHQW� ZKHUH� WKH�

FKDUDFWHUV�IDOO�LQ�ORYH�FDQ�EH�VKRZQ�LQ�GLIIHUHQW�

VFHQHV�WKURXJKRXW�D�ILOP�����

�

��� 3URSRVHG�&'&5�6ROXWLRQV�

:H�DUJXH�WKDW�WKH�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�&'&5�LQ�

WKLV�VFHQDULR�SUHVHQW�QHZ�FKDOOHQJHV�IRU�WKH�WDVN�

RI�DXWRPDWLFDOO\�LGHQWLI\LQJ�LQVWDQFHV�RI�&'&5��

DQG� VR�SUHYLRXV� DSSURDFKHV�QHHG� WR� EH� DGDSWHG�

DFFRUGLQJO\�� ,Q�SDUWLFXODU�� LW� VHHPV� WKDW�ZH�ZLOO�

KDYH� WR� UHO\� RQ� PDWFKLQJ� ZRUGV� UHIHUULQJ� WR�

HQWLWLHV�DQG�WKHLU�IXQFWLRQDO�UROHV��EHFDXVH�WKHUH�

LV�VXFK�OLWWOH�FRUUHVSRQGHQFH�EHWZHHQ�WKH�ZRUGV�

XVHG�WR�UHIHU�WR�ILOP�HYHQWV�LQ�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�

DQG� SORW� VXPPDULHV�� +HUH� ZH� SURSRVH� DQG�

HYDOXDWH� IRXU� KHXULVWLFV� IRU� WKH� &'&5� WDVN��

JHDUHG�WRZDUGV�WKH�ILOP�VFHQDULR��

����� &UHDWLQJ�D�*ROG�6WDQGDUG�'DWDVHW�

7R� FUHDWH� D� JROG� VWDQGDUG� GDWDVHW�� ILYH�

YROXQWHHUV� LGHQWLILHG� ���� &'&5� LQVWDQFHV�

EHWZHHQ� WKH� SORW� VXPPDU\� DQG� WKH� DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ� IRU� WKH� ILOPV� µ6SLGHUPDQ¶� DQG�

µ&KRFRODW¶����7KH�UHVXOWLQJ�GDWD�VHW�ZLOO�EH�PDGH�

DYDLODEOH�RQ�WKH�ZHE��VHH��7RPDGDNL��������

)LUVW� WKH\� ZHUH� DVNHG� WR� LGHQWLI\� WKH� HYHQWV�

H[SUHVVHG� E\� WKH� SORW� VXPPDULHV� DQG� WKHQ�

LGHQWLI\� WKHP� LQ� WKH� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQV�� 7KH�

LGHQWLILFDWLRQ�RI�HYHQWV�LQ�WKH�SORW�VXPPDU\�ZDV�

VWUDLJKWIRUZDUG�� DV� WKH� SDLUZLVH� DJUHHPHQW�

EHWZHHQ� WKH� DQQRWDWRUV� ZDV� ����� VRPH�

YROXQWHHUV� DQQRWDWHG� DV� HYHQWV� D� IHZ� VHQWHQFHV�

LQFOXGLQJ� PRUH� WKDQ� RQH� YHUEV� FRQYH\LQJ�

GLIIHUHQW� DFWLRQV� ZLWK� GLIIHUHQW� SDUWLFLSDQWV��

ZKLOH� RWKHUV� DQQRWDWHG� DV� HYHQWV� RQO\� FODXVHV�

LQFOXGLQJ�RQH�YHUE��ZKLFK�PDNHV� WKH� WDVN�PRUH�

IRFXVHG�� 7KH� DQQRWDWRUV� FRQVROLGDWHG� WKHLU�

DQVZHUV�� DQQRWDWLQJ� SORW� VXPPDU\� FODXVHV�

LQFOXGLQJ�RQH�YHUE��7KH�WDVN�LV�WLPH�FRQVXPLQJ�

DQG� FKDOOHQJLQJ� ZKHQ� LW� FRPHV� WR� WKH� HYHQW�

LGHQWLILFDWLRQ� LQ� WKH� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ�� WRWDOOLQJ�

IRXU� WR� VL[� KRXUV�� 7KH� SDLUZLVH� DJUHHPHQW�

EHWZHHQ� DOO� DQQRWDWRUV�ZDV� TXLWH� ORZ�� WRWDOOLQJ�

���� LQ� ERWK� ILOPV�� 7KH� DQVZHUV� ZHUH� TXLWH�

GLIIHUHQW� LQ� HYHQWV� UHIHUUHG� WR� LQ� PXOWLSOH�

XWWHUDQFHV� RU� EHFDXVH� VRPH� XWWHUDQFHV� UHIHUUHG�

WR�PRUH�WKDQ�RQH�HYHQW��QRW�DOO�EHLQJ�DQQRWDWHG��

$OO�DQQRWDWRUV�QRWHG�WKDW�DIWHU�WKH�ILUVW�FRXSOH�RI�

KRXUV� WKH� WDVN� RI� DQQRWDWLQJ� WKH� DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ� EHFDPH� ODERULRXV� DV� WKH\� GLG� QRW�

DOORZ� WKHPVHOYHV� WR� KDYH� PXOWLSOH� EUHDNV�� 7KH�

DQQRWDWRUV� KDYH� ILQDOO\� FRQFOXGHG� WKDW� WKH� WDVN�

ZDV� VXEMHFWLYH� GXH� WR� WKH� GLIIHUHQW� LQIHUHQFHV�

PDGH�E\�HDFK�SHUVRQ��7KH\�ZHUH� WKHQ�DVNHG� WR�
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UHDVVHVV� WKHLU� DQQRWDWLRQV�� FRQVLGHULQJ�

DQQRWDWLRQV�GHWHFWHG�E\� WKH�RWKHUV�DQG�GHFLGLQJ�

ZKHWKHU� WR� LQFOXGH� WKHP�LQ� WKHLU�DQVZHUV��$IWHU�

WKH� GDWD� UHFRQFLOLDWLRQ� WKH� SDLUZLVH� DJUHHPHQW�

LQFUHDVHG� WR� ���� IRU� ERWK� ILOPV�� )RU� PRUH�

GHWDLOV�VHH��7RPDGDNL�����������

����� +HXULVWLFV�IRU�&URVV�'RFXPHQW�
&RUHIHUHQFH�

:H� SURSRVH� IRXU� KHXULVWLFV� IRU� WKH� FURVV�

GRFXPHQW�FRUHIHUHQFH�WDVN��DQG�HYDOXDWH�HDFK�RQ�

WKH�SORW�VXPPDU\�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�GDWD�VHW��)RU�

HDFK�KHXULVWLF�ZH�ILUVW�LGHQWLI\�WKH�HYHQWV�LQ�WKH�

SORW� VXPPDU\�� IROORZLQJ� DQ� DOJRULWKP� ZKLFK�

DGGV� JUDPPDWLFDO� DQG� IXQFWLRQDO� UROHV� �VXEMHFW��

REMHFW��� GHOHWHV� VHQWHQFHV� KDYLQJ� WKH� YHUEV� EH�

DQG�KDYH�DV�PDLQ�YHUEV��DV�WKH\�QRUPDOO\�GHQRWH�

VWDWHV��� UHVROYHV� SURQRXQV� DQG� ILQDOO\� VHSDUDWHV�

FODXVHV� JLYLQJ� WKHP� D� XQLTXH� LGHQWLILFDWLRQ�

QXPEHU�� 7KH� ZRUGV� DUH� PDWFKHG� LQ� WKHLU� EDVH�

IRUP�� 7KH� SDUVLQJ� ZDV� UHDOLVHG� XVLQJ� WKH�

&RQQH[RU� WDJJHU� �ZZZ�FRQQH[RU�FRP�� DQG� WKH�

SURQRXQ� UHVROXWLRQ� XVLQJ� $11,(� � LQ� *$7(�

�ZZZ�JDWH�DF�XN��� :H� ZLOO� VKRZ� KRZ� HDFK�

KHXULVWLF� LV�DSSOLHG� IRU� WKH� ILUVW� FODXVH� UHIHUULQJ�

WR� DQ� HYHQW� LQ� WKH� SORW� VXPPDU\� IRU� WKH� ILOP�

µ6SLGHUPDQ¶��$�UDWKHU�RGG�WKLQJ�KDSSHQHG�WR�WKH�

OLIH� RI� QHUG\� KLJK�VFKRRO� VWXGHQW� 3HWHU� 3DUNHU��

DIWHU� EHLQJ� ELWWHQ� E\� D� UDGLRDFWLYH� VSLGHU«��

1RWH� WKDW� WKH� 3UHFLVLRQ� DQG� 5HFDOO� VWDWLVWLFV�

UHODWH� WR� ���� LQVWDQFHV� RI� &'&5� EHWZHHQ� ���

GLIIHUHQW� SORW� VXPPDU\� HYHQWV� LQ� WKH� WZR� ILOPV�

DQG�WKHLU�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQV��

7KH� ILUVW� KHXULVWLF� FRQFHQWUDWHV� RQ�PDWFKLQJ�

HQWLWLHV�� ZKLFK� WHQG� WR� EH� FKDUDFWHUV� RU�

RFFDVLRQDOO\�REMHFWV�DQG�ORFDWLRQV���

�

�

�

,Q�WKH�ILUVW�SORW�VXPPDU\�HYHQW��WKH�ZRUGV�WR�

EH� PDWFKHG� DFFRUGLQJ� WR� KHXULVWLF� �� DUH�� 3HWHU�

3DUNHU���3HWHU��3DUNHU���WKLQJ����OLIH����VWXGHQW�

��� VSLGHU�� (OHYHQ� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� XWWHUDQFHV��

LQFOXGLQJ� DW� OHDVW� WZR� KHDG� QRXQV� RU� SURSHU�

QRXQV� ZHUH� PDWFKHG�� 2QO\� WKUHH� RXW� RI� WHQ�

PDWFKHV� RI� WKH� FRPELQDWLRQ� 3HWHU� DQG� VSLGHU�

ZHUH� FRUUHFW�� H�J�� >��������@� WKH� VSLGHU� LQFKHV�

LWV�ZD\�GRZQ�WRZDUGV�3HWHU��DV�WKH�ZRUG�VSLGHU�

UHIHUUHG� WR� RWKHU� VSLGHUV� DV� ZHOO� DV� WR� WKH�

UDGLRDFWLYH� VSLGHU� ZKLFK� ELW� 3HWHU�� H�J��

>��������@� 3HWHU�� ZLWK� D� VSLGHU� DQG� ZHE�

HPEOD]RQHG�RQ�KLV�VZHDWVKLUW«$�SUREOHP�DULVHV�

ZKHQ�WZR�QRXQV�UHIHUULQJ�WR�WKH�VDPH�HQWLW\�DUH�

PDWFKHG�LQ�WKH�WZR�WH[WV��H�J��3HWHU�DQG�VWXGHQW��

UHGXFLQJ� 3UHFLVLRQ�� 2YHUDOO�� +HXULVWLF� ��

DFKLHYHG� 5HFDOO� RI� ������ DQG� 3UHFLVLRQ� RI�

�������LGHQWLI\LQJ��������&'&5�LQVWDQFHV���

+HXULVWLF� �� DGGV� YHUEV� DQG� DOO� WKH� QRXQV� WR�

WKH�NH\ZRUG�OLVW�WR�EH�PDWFKHG��

�

�

�

�

,Q�RXU�H[DPSOH��WKH�ZRUGV�WR�EH�PDWFKHG�DUH��

WKLQJ� ±� RFFXU� �� OLIH� �� VFKRRO� �� VWXGHQW� �� 3HWHU�

3DUNHU���3HWHU��3DUNHU�±�ELWH�±�VSLGHU��+HXULVWLF�

�� UHWULHYHG� ILIWHHQ� XWWHUDQFHV� LQ� WRWDO�� LQFOXGLQJ�

HOHYHQ� VSXULRXV�� ZKLOH� WKH� JROG� VWDQGDUG�

LQFOXGHV� ILYH�� )RXU� XWWHUDQFHV� ZHUH� PDWFKHG�

LQFOXGLQJ� NH\ZRUGV� VXFK� DV� 3HWHU�� VSLGHU� DQG�

ELWH� DQG� WZR�RI� WKHP�ZHUH�FRUUHFW��ZKHUHDV� WKH�

UHVW� UHIHU� WR� DQRWKHU� HYHQW�� H�J�� >��������@� +H�

]RRPV� LQ� RQ� WKH� 'DLO\� %XJOH� IURQW� SDJH�� %LJ�

$SSOH�GUHDGV�6SLGHU�ELWH��

%RWK� 5HFDOO� �������� DQG� 3UHFLVLRQ� ��������

LPSURYH�VOLJKWO\�RQ�+HXULVWLF�����

+HXULVWLF� �� KDV� VWULFWHU� PDWFKLQJ� FULWHULD� LQ�

RUGHU� WR� LQFUHDVH� 3UHFLVLRQ�� E\� UHTXLULQJ� WKDW� D�

QRXQ�DSSHDUV�LQ�WKH�VDPH�IXQFWLRQDO�UROH�LQ�ERWK�

SORW�VXPPDU\�FODXVH�DQG�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ����

�

�

�

�

�

:H� PDWFK� ZRUGV� ZLWK� RWKHU� ZRUGV� LQ� WKH�

VDPH� IXQFWLRQDO� UROH�� ORJLFDO� VXEMHFW�DJHQW� RU�

REMHFW�� IROORZLQJ� WKH� WHUPV� LQ� WKH� &RQQH[RU�

WDJJHU��>7KLQJ��VXEM@����RFFXU����3HWHU�3DUNHU���

3HWHU��3DUNHU���>VSLGHU��DJW@����ELWH��+HXULVWLF�

��GHWHFWHG� WKUHH�PDWFKHV� LQ� HYHQW���RI� WKH� ILOP�

+HXULVWLF����,I�DW�OHDVW�WZR�KHDG�QRXQV�LQ�WKH�SORW�

VXPPDU\�FODXVH�DSSHDU�LQ�WKH�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�

XWWHUDQFH��LQ�DQ\�IRUP���WKHQ�0$7&+� �758(��

HOVH�0$7&+� �)$/6(�

+HXULVWLF����,I�DW�OHDVW�WZR�QRXQV�RU�RQH�QRXQ�

DQG�RQH�YHUE�LQ�WKH�SORW�VXPPDU\�FODXVH�DSSHDU�

LQ�WKH�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�XWWHUDQFH��WKHQ�0$7&+�

 �758(��HOVH�0$7&+� �)$/6(�

+HXULVWLF� ��� ,I� DW� OHDVW� RQH� QRXQ� LQ� WKH� SORW�

VXPPDU\�FODXVH�DSSHDUV�LQ�WKH�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�

XWWHUDQFH� LQ� WKH� VDPH� IXQFWLRQDO� UROH� $1'� DW�

OHDVW� RQH� RWKHU� QRXQ� RU� D� YHUE� LQ� WKH� SORW�

VXPPDU\�FODXVH�DSSHDUV�LQ�WKH�DXGLR�GHVFULSWLRQ�

XWWHUDQFH�WKHQ�0$7&+� �758(��HOVH� �)$/6(�
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µ6SLGHUPDQ¶�� � 7ZR� RXW� RI� ILYH� XWWHUDQFHV� KDYH�

EHHQ� UHWULHYHG�� LQFOXGLQJ� VSLGHU� LQ� WKH� UROH� RI�

VXEMHFW�DQG�3HWHU��RU�3HWHU� LQ� WKH�UROH�RI�REMHFW�

DQG� VSLGHU�� H�J�� >��������@� WKH� VSLGHU� ELWHV�

3HWHU��$OO�PDWFKHV�DUH�FRUUHFW��ZKHUHDV�DQRWKHU�

WZR� XWWHUDQFHV� KDYH� QRW� EHHQ� GHWHFWHG�� DV� WKH\�

HLWKHU� LQFOXGH� WKH� ZRUGV� 3HWHU� DQG� VSLGHU� LQ�

GLIIHUHQW� IXQFWLRQDO� UROHV�� RU� EHFDXVH� WKH�

SURQRXQ� UHVROXWLRQ� IDLOHG� LQ� WKH� SUHYLRXV� VWHS��

+HXULVWLF� �� DFKLHYHG� WKH� ORZHVW�5HFDOO� ��������

EXW�WKH�KLJKHVW�3UHFLVLRQ�����������

+HXULVWLF���ZDV�GHVLJQHG�WR�EDODQFH�3UHFLVLRQ�

DQG� 5HFDOO� E\� FRPELQLQJ� KHXULVWLF� ��� DQG�

KHXULVWLF����,W�FKHFNV� WKH�HYHQW�DVSHFW��SXQFWXDO�

RU� GXUDWLYH��� DFFRUGLQJ� WR� DQ� LQGH[� RI� DOO� SORW�

VXPPDU\� HYHQWV� WKDW� ZH� KDYH� FUHDWHG�� DQG� LI�

SXQFWXDO� LW� UHWULHYHV� WKH� �� KLJKHVW� UDQNHG�

PDWFKHV�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�WKH�IROORZLQJ��PDWFK�VFRUH�

DOJRULWKP�� LI� GXUDWLYH� LW� UHWULHYHV� DOO� FDQGLGDWH�

PDWFKHV�� �+HXULVWLF���DFKLHYHG�5HFDOO�RI�������

DQG� 3UHFLVLRQ� RI� ������� 2QH� OLPLWLQJ� IDFWRU� LV�

WKDW�QRW�DOO�UHIHUHQFHV�WR� WKH�VDPH�HQWLW\�FDQ�EH�

UHVROYHG� DXWRPDWLFDOO\�� H�J�� 3HWHU� 3DUNHU� DQG�

6SLGHUPDQ�� DQG� FKRFRODWH� VKRS�� SDWLVVHULH� DQG�

FKRFRODWHULH�� �:KHQ�+HXULVWLF� ��ZDV� HYDOXDWHG�

DIWHU� PDQXDO� HQWLW\� UHVROXWLRQ� 5HFDOO� LQFUHDVHG�

WR�������DQG�3UHFLVLRQ�WR��������

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

��� &RQFOXVLRQV��

7KRXJK� WKHVH� ILJXUHV� DUH� ORZ� FRPSDUHG� WR�

PDQ\� LQIRUPDWLRQ� UHWULHYDO� DQG� H[WUDFWLRQ� WDVNV�

ZH�EHOLHYH�WKDW���L��WKH\�PD\�EH�FORVH�WR�WKH�EHVW�

SRVVLEOH� JLYHQ� WKH� GLIIHUHQFHV� EHWZHHQ� WKH� WH[W�

W\SHV� DQG� WKDW� WKH\� UHIHU� WR� DQ�XFRQVWUDLQHG� VHW�

RI� HYHQWV�� �LL�� WKH\� DUH� KLJK� HQRXJK� WR� VWDUW�

OHYHUDJLQJ�WKH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�LQ�WKH�WH[WV�IRU�YLGHR�

LQGH[LQJ�SXUSRVHV��8QWLO� QRZ�� UHVHDUFKHUV� KDYH�

IRFXVVHG� RQ� &'&5� EHWZHHQ� WH[WV� RI� WKH� VDPH�

W\SH�� RU� WH[WV� UHIHUULQJ� WR� D� UHVWULFWHG� VHW� RI�

HYHQWV�� :H� VKRZHG� WKDW� ZLWK� SHUIHFW� HQWLW\�

UHVROXWLRQ� ZH� FRXOG� JHW� ERWK� 3UHFLVLRQ� DQG�

5HFDOO� WR� DURXQG� ����� )XUWKHU� LPSURYHPHQWV��

IRU�D�VPDOO�VHW�RI�FRPPRQ�SORW�VXPPDU\�HYHQWV��

VKRXOG� EH� SRVVLEOH� E\� LGHQWLI\LQJ�

FRUUHVSRQGHQFHV� EHWZHHQ� LQGLYLGXDO� SORW�

VXPPDU\� ZRUGV� �ORYH�� PXUGHU�� HWF�� DQG� ZRUGV�

FRPPRQO\�XVHG� WR� GHVFULEH� WKH� HYHQWV� LQ� DXGLR�

GHVFULSWLRQ����

��� $FNQRZOHGJPHQWV��

7KLV� UHVHDUFK�ZDV� FDUULHG� RXW� DV� SDUW� RI� WKH�

7HOHYLVLRQ� LQ�:RUGV� SURMHFW� �7,:2�� VXSSRUWHG�

E\� DQ� (QJLQHHULQJ� DQG� 3K\VLFDO� 6FLHQFHV�

5HVHDUFK� &RXQFLO� �(365&�� JUDQW��

*5�5����������

KWWS���ZZZ�FRPSXWLQJ�VXUUH\�DF�XN�SHUVRQDO�SJ�

$�6DOZD\�WLZR�7,:2�KWP��

�7KH� � DXWKRUV� � WKDQN� � WKH�PHPEHUV� � RI� � WKH��

7,:2� � 5RXQG� � 7DEOH� � IRU� � VKDULQJ� � WKHLU�

NQRZOHGJH� RI� DXGLR� GHVFULSWLRQ� DQG� SURYLGLQJ�

VDPSOHV�IRU�RXU��FRUSXV���

��� 5HIHUHQFHV��

%DJJD� $�� DQG� %DOGZLQ� %�� �������� &URVV�

'RFXPHQW� (YHQW� &RUHIHUHQFH�� $QQRWDWLRQV��

([SHULPHQWV�� DQG�2EVHUYDWLRQV�� ,Q��3URFHHGLQJ�

RI�WKH�$&/���:RUNVKRS�RQ�&RUHIHUHQFH�DQG�LWV�

$SSOLFDWLRQV��SS��������

%RUGZHOO�'��DQG�7KRPSVRQ�0�.����������

)LOP�$UW��$Q�,QWURGXFWLRQ��1HZ�<RUN��0F*UDZ�

+LOO���

&KDWPDQ� 6�� �������� 6WRU\� DQG� 'LVFRXUVH��

1DUUDWLYH� 6WUXFWXUH� LQ� )LFWLRQ� DQG� )LOP�� 1<��

&RUQHOO�8QLYHUVLW\�3UHVV��

&RPULH�%�� ��������$VSHFW��$Q�,QWRGXFWLRQ� WR�

WKH� 6WXG\� RI� 9HUEDO� $VSHFW� DQG� 5HODWHG�

3UREOHPV�� &DPEULGJH�� &DPEULGJH� 8QLYHUVLW\�

3UHVV���

'RUDQ�:��� 6WRNHV�1���1HZPDQ�(���'XQQLRQ�

-���&DUWK\�-���DQG�7RRODQ�)����������1HZV�6WRU\�

*LVWLQJ� DW� 8QLYHUVLW\� &ROOHJH� 'XEOLQ�� ,Q�

�
VW
��0DWFK�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�KHXULVWLF���ZLWK�WZR�

NH\ZRUGV�LQ�WKH�VDPH�UROHV�

�
QG
��0DWFK�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�KHXULVWLF���DQG���ZLWK�

WKUHH�NH\ZRUGV�

�
UG
��0DWFK�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�KHXULVWLF���ZLWK�RQH�

NH\ZRUG�LQ�WKH�VDPH�UROH�DQG�DQRWKHU�NH\ZRUG�

�
WK
��0DWFK�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�KHXULVWLF������DQG���ZLWK�

WZR�NH\ZRUGV�LQ�XWWHUDQFHV�DSSHDULQJ�ZLWKLQ�RU�

FORVH�WR�WKH�HVWLPDWHG�WHPSRUDO�LQWHUYDO�

�
WK
��0DWFK�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�KHXULVWLF���DQG���ZLWK�

WZR�NH\ZRUGV�

�
WK
��0DWFK�XWWHUDQFHV�DSSHDULQJ�ZLWKLQ�RU�FORVH�

WR�WKH�HVWLPDWHG�WHPSRUDO�LQWHUYDO�LQFOXGLQJ�RQH�

NH\ZRUG��

�
WK
��WKH�UHVW�
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3URFHHGLQJV� RI� 'RFXPHQW� 8QGHUVWDQGLQJ�

&RQIHUHQFH�������%RVWRQ��86$��

)HOOEDXP� &�� �������� $Q� (OHFWURQLF� /H[LFDO�

'DWDEDVH��&DPEULGJH��7KH�0,7�3UHVV��

*DYULOD� '�� �������� 7KH� 9LVXDO� $QDO\VLV� RI�

+XPDQ�0RYHPHQW��&RPSXWHU�9LVLRQ�DQG�,PDJH�

8QGHUVWDQGLQJ����������SS�����������

*RRJOH� �������� $ERXW� *RRJOH� 9LGHR��
KWWS���YLGHR�JRRJOH�FRP�YLGHRBDERXW�KWPO�

+DOOLGD\� 0�$�.�� �������� ,QWURGXFWLRQ� WR�

)XQFWLRQDO� *UDPPDU�� �QG� (GLWLRQ�� /RQGRQ��

(GZDUG�$UQROG��

+DXSWPDQQ�$����������/HVVRQV�IRU�WKH�)XWXUH�

IURP� D� 'HFDGH� RI� ,QIRUPHGLD� 9LGHR� $QDO\VLV�

5HVHDUFK�� ,QWHUQDWLRQDO� &RQIHUHQFH� RQ� ,PDJH�

DQG�9LGHR�5HWULHYDO��/HFWXUH�1RWHV�LQ�&RPSXWHU�

6FLHQFH��9ROXPH�������$XJXVW�������SS��������

.LOJDULII� $�� �������� %1&� ZRUGOLVW��

IWS���IWS�LWUL�EWRQ�DF�XN�EQF�DOO�QXP�R��

.XSHU� -��� 6DJJLRQ� +��� &XQQLQJKDP� +���

'HFOHUFN�7��� GH� -RQJ�)���5HLGVPD�'���:LONV�&��

DQG� :LWWHQEXUJ� 3�� �������� ,QWHOOLJHQW�

0XOWLPHGLD� ,QGH[LQJ� DQG� 5HWULHYDO� WKURXJK�

0XOWL�VRXUFH� ,QIRUPDWLRQ� ([WUDFWLRQ� DQG�

0HUJLQJ�� 3URFHHGLQJV� RI� ,QWHUQDWLRQDO� -RLQW�

&RQIHUHQFH� RI� $UWLILFLDO� ,QWHOOLJHQFH������

:RUNVKRS� RQ� ,QIRUPDWLRQ� ,QWHJUDWLRQ� RQ� WKH�

:HE��,-&$,������SS�����������

1HWWHU� .�� �������� 
323�(<(� DQG� 2/,9(� ��

+XPDQ� /DQJXDJH� DV� WKH� 0HGLXP� IRU� &URVV�

OLQJXDO� 0XOWLPHGLD� ,QIRUPDWLRQ� 5HWULHYDO�
� 7KH�

(/5$� 1HZVOHWWHU� �(XURSHDQ� /DQJXDJH�

5HVRXUFHV�$VVRFLDWLRQ��1RYHPEHU� ������ SS�� ��

���

3LFNHULQJ�0�-��DQG�5�JHU�6�0����������

$16(6��6XPPDULVDWLRQ�RI�QHZV�YLGHR��/HFWXUH�

1RWHV�LQ�&RPSXWHU�6FLHQFH������6SULQJHU�
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Abstract
In the tomorrow’s world, people should be spending most of their leisure time enjoying the content, not search-
ing for it. There is a lack of an integrated technology that will increase the effective usage of multi-lingual and
multimedia digital content. The EU-IST Reveal-This (R-T) project aims at developing a complete and integrated
content programming technology. The proposed system is able to capture, semantically index and categorise
multimedia and multilingual digital content, whilst providing search, summarisation and translation functionali-
ties. In order to fulfill these requirements, the project proposes an architectural unit called Cross-Media Indexing
Component. The component leverages the individual potential of each indexing information generated by the an-
alyzers of diverse modalities such as speech, text and image. The initial prototype utilises the Multiple Evidence
approach by establishing links among the modality specific descriptions in order to depict topical similarity in
the textual space. This information is then used to enrich the original index and is transformed into an MPEG-7
representation. This paper gives an overview of the project, the component’s enrichment approach and its support
for retrieval.

1. The Reveal-This project
The main objective of the R-T project is to de-

sign, develop and test a complete and integrated
infrastructure that will allow the user to store, cat-
egorize and retrieve multimedia and multi-lingual
digital content across different sources (TV, ra-
dio, music, Web), with a view to personalize the
user experience with these sources. The system
will be used by content providers, to add value to
their content, restructure and re-purpose it and of-
fer their subscribers, individual or corporate users
a personalised content. For the end users, the sys-
tem also offers tools for gathering, filtering and
categorizing information collected from wide va-
riety of sources in accordance with user prefer-
ences. The project integrates a whole range of in-
formation access technologies across media and
languages.

However, a major challenge lies in develop-
ing suitable representations for crossing media 1

1Here, the term media refers to the format in which
information on a topic is conveyed by one source (e.g.

and languages in the processes of retrieval, cate-
gorization and summarization. Rather than look-
ing into single modalities, individual potential of
each modality can be exploited and cross anal-
ysed in order to improve the effectiveness of the
system. This is the fundamental argument behind
the efforts in developing a cross-media indexing
system which is the main concern of this paper.

2. Cross-Media Indexing
The process of cross-media indexing consists

of building relationships among concepts ex-
tracted from different modalities such as image,
speech and text analysis which together constitute
the multimedia knowledge for an audio-visual
segment. Given the use of advanced audio-visual
content analysis technologies, a unique and com-
plete description of the topical content can be rec-
onciled.

To this respect, cross-media indexing is an am-
bitious task. Despite the pre-enrichment of digi-

the audio, the image and the text of some video seg-
ment).
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tal content with meta-data, there is a set of issues
there exists in the process of cross analysis and
establishing links between modalities. The task
entails dealing with the uncertainty, imprecision
and, often, the inconsistency of each module de-
scriptions to provide a more complete indexing
that is processable for retrieval and filtering pur-
poses.

In the R-T project, these issues are addressed
by the architectural unit called Cross-Media In-
dexing Component (CMIC). CMIC is a stan-
dalone and independent server which implements
a standard way of identifying, accessing, manip-
ulating, storing and retrieving links between me-
dia. It constitutes the final layer of the Cross-
Media Analysis and Indexing Subsystem (CAIS)
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Reveal-This system architecture

CAIS supplies rich and integrated indexing of
multimedia content through processes that cross
the media borders by exploiting the links between
different modalities. The richness of the indexing
derives from identification of semantic concepts,
entities, facts in speech and text in addition to im-
ages. CMIC receives this merged feature set pro-
duced by the speech processing component, the
text-processing component, the image process-
ing component, the image and the text categoriz-
ers after the segments are produced and aligned.
Then the system analyses what each modality
tells about the content. As a result, CMIC de-
vises a unified view of the content with some
measure of uncertainty/confidence attached. The
index is transformed into MPEG-7 (Martı̀nez,
2002) to represent the content. All modality spe-
cific descriptions are mapped to their MPEG-7

corresponding elements, however where neces-
sary, MPEG-7’s extension mechanism is used to
define new descriptors in order to meet the re-
quirements. The output of this unit is consumed
by Cross-Lingual Translation and Cross-Media
Summarization subsystems.

2.1. Process Model
The indexing task requires merging and pro-

cessing of digital content streams online and pro-
actively searching for semantic links between
features that give evidences to support a topical
similarity. CMIC achieves this through several
processes which can be generalised into Analysis
and Indexing phases(see Figure 2a). The analy-
sis phase comprises of parsing and transforma-
tion of an input stream, noise filtering and lexi-
cal analysis tasks (stop word removal, stemming
etc.). There are two types of transformations:

• Bypass transform- in which the input fea-
tures are mapped into an MPEG-7 represen-
tation without any further processing.

• Progressive transform- in which the input
is processed and a cross-media index is de-
vised. Later, this index is added to the
MPEG-7 representation.

Figure 2: a)CMIC process model and b)transform
model

The progressive transform enriches the infor-
mation; cross links are established between each
media description on the same story. This is done
by an indexing model and especially, this part is
expected to be utilised by the retrieval or filtering
engine (See Figure 2b).
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2.2. Indexing Models
The indexing approach chosen should avoid,

otherwise minimise uncertainty, imprecision and
the inconsistency across modalities. CMIC is a
tool where various approaches can be deployed
and tested to overcome these issues mentioned.
From the simplest to more advanced, the current
prototype supports several indexing approaches:

• Term frequency: Frequency of a term irre-
spective of which modality produces it used
to give a weight for that specific term. It is
assumed that the higher the frequency is, the
more important/representative the informa-
tion conveyed by the term.

• Inverse document frequency (Jones, 1979;
Salton, 1989): Inverse document frequency
(IDF) is a well known metric in Informa-
tion Retrieval. It takes the possible mislead-
ing consequences of the preceding approach
into account by utilising the inter-document
term frequency information. This approach
gives less importance to a term, if it appears
in high number of stories.

• Modality frequency: In this approach, the
term frequency provided from each process-
ing module (such as image analysis, text pro-
cessing etc.) is incorporated to the previous
approaches.

• Dempster-Shafer: Also known as Theory
of Evidence (Shafer, 1976) is extensively
studied in Image retrieval (Jose and Harper,
1997; Aslandogan and Yu, 2000; Jeon et al.,
2003), structured document retrieval (Lal-
mas, 1997; Lalmas, 1998; Ruthven and Lal-
mas, 2002; Graves and Lalmas, 2002), and
web user log analysis (He et al., 2002) re-
search.

2.2.1. Dempster-Shafer in Detail
Rather than formulating our approach as a

structured document retrieval problem, we as-
sume that a single segment is independent of
the rest of the audio-visual stream irrespective of
its later representation in MPEG-7. Thus every
modality individually gives support for a single
segment, unlike in structured document retrieval

approach where evidence in leaf nodes propa-
gates to root. Briefly, Dempster-Shafer combines
two or more bodies of evidence defined with in
the same frame of discernment T into one body of
evidence. T contains all the possible hypotheses
in the domain of concern. According to the the-
ory, it is possible to assign probabilities to each
subset of T . In our approach, T contains all the
terms generated by all modalities. This is due
to the computational cost where we restrain the
frame of discernment by only considering single-
ton subsets of T . Hence, a document d (segments
or stories in our case) containing a term t’s ex-
istence in one modality m is counted as an evi-
dence to support the topical similarity hypothe-
sis. Each processing module is treated as a prob-
ability density function also called as Source of
Evidence or Base Probability Assignment (BPA).
BPA contains a set of normalised term frequen-
cies summing to a confidence for each modality
m.

m(∅)d = 0 and 1 =
∑
t∈d

m({t}) .

where

md({t}) =

{
tf(d, t). logN ( N

n(t)) if t ∈ d,

0 otherwise.

md(T ) = 1−
∑
t∈d

md({t}) .

tf(d, t) stands for the term t’s frequency in
document d. logN( N

n(t)
) is a variant of in-

verse document frequency where N represents
the number of documents in the collection and
n(t) represents the number of documents that
contain t. Normalisation can be a problem in
some circumstances when applying Dempster-
Shafer. However, the preceding formula grace-
fully overcomes this and adheres to the theory
where

∑
t∈d md({t}) ≤ 1. m(T ) is equal to the

unassigned BPA to any preposition set or the hy-
pothetical uncertainty. In order to combine the
evidences, we adapted the following combination
rule (Lalmas and Moutogianni, 2000):

m({t}) = m1 ⊗m2({t}) =
1

K
(m1(T ).m2(T ))

where

K =

(∑
t

m1({t}).m2({t})
)

+ m1(T ).m2(T ) .
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such that m1({t}) > 0 and m2({t}) > 0
conditions are satisfied.

2.3. Related Work
Cross-media indexing and retrieval is a prod-

uct the recent advances in each speech, image and
text retrieval research. In multimedia retrieval
research, it has been long studied that, a single
modality can be analyzed and indexed in a certain
way which would effectively increase retrieval
system’s performance 2.

The research in speech retrieval (Allan, 2001;
Crestani, 2003a; Crestani, 2002) has shown that,
even under high levels of word recognition er-
ror rates, it is possible to get reasonable retrieval
performance using classical information retrieval
techniques. In (Singhal and Pereira, 1999), the
authors focus on expanding documents to allevi-
ate the effect of transcription mistakes on speech
retrieval. Discussion of the effects of out of vo-
cabulary items in spoken document retrieval is
given in (Woodland et al., 2000). Experiments
on TREC-8 (1998) audio collection using vari-
ous retrieval setups suggests that it is possible
to demonstrate moderate retrieval performance
when advanced IR techniques (a combination
of Query and Document expansion method) are
used to compensate for recognition errors caused
by out of vocabulary words. Experiments include
query expansion and document expansion against
a baseline retrieval system that uses Okapi vari-
ant.

More recently, research has been moving for-
ward to cross modal analysis of multimedia. Re-
cent advances in the image retrieval report that
text (in the form of annotations or speech tran-
scripts) and image (histogram, texture, colour
frequencies etc.) can be combined success-
fully (Barnard et al., 2003; de Vries et al., 2004;
Westerveld, 2004). In (Barnard et al., 2003),
the authors suggest an approach for predicting
words that are associated to whole images and
corresponding to particular image regions. The
process is regarded as a problem of translation,
such as translation of image regions to words.
Using multi-modal and correspondence exten-
sions to Hofmann’s (Hofmann, 1998) hierarchi-

2An up-to-date survey of the research fields can be
found in (Snoek and Worring, 2005)

cal clustering/aspect model (which is a model
adapted from statistical machine translation and
a multi-modal extension to Latent Dirichlet allo-
cation) is proposed. In (Duygulu et al., 2003),
Duygulu extends the previous work and studies
videos rather than single images. This is a dif-
ficult problem since, text is not associated with
a single frame. The authors report reasonable
success over TREC2001 collection. In another
study (Adams et al., 2003), semantic labeling is
formulated as a machine learning problem. Con-
cept representations are modeled using Gaussian
mixture models(GMM), Hidden Markov Mod-
els(HMM), and support vector machines(SVM)
and were evaluated against TrecVID(2001) cor-
pus. Study reports that fusion scheme achieves
more than %10 relative improvement over the
best single modal concept detectors.

3. Evaluation
In order to validate our arguments and thus the

first prototype, we intent to evaluate the perfor-
mance of different cross-media indexing models.
This will enable us to explore the pros and cons
of various indexing models for the combination
of evidence. In this context, we are currently pur-
suing two different strategies known item search
and task oriented user test, both involving the
construction of a test collection using real users
which is still in progress. The collection we are
using for both evaluation strategies is three-hour
multimedia collection. The collection covers pol-
itics, travel and news domains in English, French
and Greek languages.

The availability of this test collection will en-
able to test not only CMIC, but also the reliability
of the single modality indexing modules. CMIC
will make use of the results of the evaluation of
the single modality indexing module for weight-
ing the reliability of the evidence provided by
each of them. It should also be noted that the final
evaluation of the R-T system will be carried out
using a user and task oriented evaluation involv-
ing home user and TV broadcast professionals.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we gave an overview of a work in

progress which is part of the EU-IST Reveal-This
project. Our approach to cross-media indexing
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was presented. We consider that the utilisation of
different advanced technologies of audio-visual
content analysis and indexing by multiple evi-
dences approach can be employed to robustly rec-
oncile a unique and complete description of the
topical content. The hypothesis of cross-media
indexing and the models in use are still an open
research area. We will be considering implemen-
tation and evaluation toward more complicated
approaches such as Bayesian Networks, Kernel
Canonical Analysis, Gaussian Mixture models.
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Abstract 
This paper describes the multimedia indexing system iFinder and its usage in several research and 
development projects and applications. The iFinder system is a development of the Fraunhofer IMK and is a 
result of several national and European research projects and internal development activities. The main idea of 
iFinder is to integrate different multimedia extraction methods for the automatic generation of metadata of 
audio-visual content and to support international meta data standards, like MPEG-7. The extraction methods 
are based on statistical pattern recognition methods and require sufficient training material. iFinder supports 
different media types, like speech and video, and can process each single medium separately from each other. 
However, the full benefit of iFinder is the combination of audio and video processing algorithms. The fusion 
of metadata from different modalities is still a research challenge, because in many applications the streams 
are more or less independent from each other. The iFinder system is mainly a result of two already completed 
national research projects. In the project AGMA the video recordings of the German Parliament are indexed 
and analyzed. In the project Piavida broadcast data from the Deutsche Welle is segmented and transcribed 
automatically. In new IST projects of the 6th IST framework iFinder is applied to index and annotate 
multimedia content for cross media applicatons. The paper describes the methods, approaches and usage of 
the iFinder technology in detail. 

1. Introduction 
Research tools and solutions for media analysis 
and media retrieval are currently gaining 
increasing influence. In almost all IST projects 
of the action line for Semantic based knowledge 
and content systems activities on multimedia 
indexing are included. The challenge to generate 
metadata directly from the audio-visual sources 
and to create cross-media applications is still 
high. Especially when multimedia retrieval 
applications should move from research systems 
to industrial applications additional 
requirements on robustness and system 
performance have to be considered. Much 
research work has investigated methods to carry 
out the indexing process on low-level 
audio/visual features. However, for many cross 
media application scenarios the need for high or 
at least medium feature extraction methods is 
obvious.  
To provide a framework to index and retrieve 
multimedia documents the iFinder system is 
developed. With the realisation of two national 
German research projects and the effort to 
standardize multimedia metadata descriptions in 
MPEG research work was carried out to 
investigate methods for automatic metadata 
generation and to integrate them in a media 
indexing framework. After the finalization of the 
national research projects AGMA and Piavida, 
which are described later in the paper, additional 
work has been invested to integrate the 
algorithms and methods into one framework 
with a common application interface. The core 

technologies rest on pattern recognition methods 
which are adapted to index multimedia data.  
The iFinder framework consists of a toolbox to 
index multimedia data sources and a retrieval 
engine to build distributed media retrieval 
applications. The following figure shows the 
components and processing steps in the iFinder 
environment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: iFinderSDK and iFinder 
 
The audio visual media assets are indexed by the 
different modules of the iFinderSDK. As output 
of the metadata generation process a MPEG-7 
XML description is stored in a file. Based on 
this metadata description a retrieval engine is 
built.  
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 
the iFinderSDK is presented including the 
different media indexing methods. Section 3 
shows the principles of the iFinder retrieval 
environment. The usage of iFinder technology in 
different research and development projects is 
given in section 4.  

2. The iFinderSDK Media Indexing 
Toolbox 

2.1. Principles and Architecture of 
iFinderSDK 

The iFinderSDK is a collection of media 
indexing methods with an open application 
programming interface [LOEAEM04], 
[LOEAES04]. Other applications can include 
the software libraries for the operating systems 
Windows and Linux. The interfaces are defined 
in C++ header files and all media indexing 
modules have the same class  function calls. 
First, the init procedure starts the initialisation 
process and loads the media data into the media 
extraction modules. The process function 
performs the features extraction. Finally the exit 
function releases the allocated computational 
resources. Each module can be configured by an 
XML based parameter file which also contains 
the information of the knowledge sources (e.g. 
acoustic models of the speech recognition 
module). The architecture of the iFinderSDK is 
shown in the following figure. For several 
routines open source SW is applied, like the 
Xerces XML. The XML parser processes the 
MPEG-7 output of the features extraction 
modules which can be used as input for other 
processing modules or finally for the export to 
an XML database. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Sketch of the iFinderSDK architecture 
 
To set up the workflow desired the developer 
only needs to edit the parameter file defining all 
modules and the order in which they should be 
applied to the input media data. When starting 

the application the so-called Feature-
ExtractorManager will then instantiate and 
deploy the objects of the feature extractors as 
they are specified in the parameter file. In this 
way the implementation effort is reduced to a 
minimum.  

2.2. Speech/Audio Analyses Modules 
The iFinderSDK contains several modules to 
carry out a feature extraction and analysis of 
audio signals. Here a list and a short description 
of the indexing tools are given.  

2.2.1. Speech Recognition 
For automatic speech recognition the ISIP 
speech toolkit is used and adapted for the needs 
of media retrieval applications [PICISI98]. The 
main issue to adapt the system is the training of 
the knowledge sources, like the acoustic models, 
language models and the definition of the 
lexicon. The core system of the decoder is not 
modified and it can be assumed that most of the 
available speech recognition systems are based 
on very similar technologies, like HMM-
modelling, Viterbi-decoding and MFCC feature 
extraction. Hence, the focus of adapting a 
speech recognition system is to provide domain 
dependent databases to train the knowledge 
bases. Each of the media retrieval projects 
provides specific databases and requirements to 
achieve an optimal recognition process.  A 
variety of different vocabulary sizes are 
supported in the projects and ranges from 
keyword recognition to medium size vocabulary 
for alignment tasks to large vocabulary 
recognition tasks with up to 100K lexicon 
entries. A special attention is given to subword 
unit recognition tasks, like syllable based 
recognition [LAREUR03]. Fraunhofer IMK has 
contributed a syllable based recognition and 
retrieval strategy to the MPEG-7 standardization 
effort [MPE7AUD01].  

2.2.2. Speech/Non-Speech Detection 
To filter out the parts of the audio signal which 
contains pure speech or speech mixed with 
background music, a speech/non-speech 
detection module is developed.  First, the speech 
frames are classified into the given classes, like 
speech, music or other segment classes. Each 
frame gets an unique label. Second, the labelled 
frames are grouped into homogeneous groups of 
labels to smooth misclassified frames. For the 
first processing step 12 different features are 
used, like zero crossing rate or average energy in 
a frame. The label decision is performed by a 
multivariate Gaussian classifier which is trained 
before on hand labelled training samples. In the 
second stage of the processing an optimal 
segmentation algorithms is applied using 
dynamic programming techniques which find 
the optimal boundaries for homogeneous 
segments [BIAACM02].  

Open Source Technology 
Signal and pattern recognition processing routines 
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2.2.3. Speaker Segmentation 
This speaker segmentation method is based on 
the Bayesian Information Criterion approach 
(BIC) [TRIEUR99]. The main idea of this 
algorithm is to estimate three Gaussian 
distributions of the preprocessed speech frames. 
Therefore the speech signal is divided in frames 
of 20 ms duration with an overlap of 10 ms. 
Each frame is transformed from the time domain 
into the mel frequency domain by computing the 
mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) 
which are well known from the area of speech 
recognition. The observation window for a 
speaker change is increased frame by frame. 
One Gaussian distribution (probability density 
function PDF) is calculated from the left part 
(PDF-Left) of the observation window, the other 
Gaussian distribution from the right part of the 
observation window (PDF-Right). For each 
possible speaker change point (i.e. frame), 
which defines the left and the right observation 
window the two Gaussian distributions are 
calculated. Additionally a third Gaussian 
distribution is estimated for the whole 
observation window (PDF-Whole). The idea of 
the BIC algorithm is now to determine whether 
it is more likely that the observation window is 
modeled by one Gaussian distribution (PDF-
Whole) or by two single Gaussians, namely 
PDF-Right and PDF-Left. If the BIC-threshold 
is below zero it is assumed that a speaker change 
occurred. As soon as a speaker change point is 
found the calculation restarts as described 
before. The BIC speaker change detection 
delivers important information to generate a 
structure of an audio document. 

2.2.4. Speaker Clustering and Jingle 
Detection 

After the speaker segmentation process based on 
the BIC method a clustering procedure is 
developed which groups similar segments. 
Every cluster is attached with a speaker 
identification label. To group the speaker 
segments a global similarity measure is 
calculated.  Details of the speaker clustering 
methods and the clustering performance are 
given in [LARSPE05].  
Also other audio segmentation and identification 
methods are included in the iFinderSDK. A 
jingle detection module is able to create an audio 
fingerprint of a audio segment. This fingerprint 
can be used to identify known material (e.g. 
jingles) in a large audio collection. 

2.3. Video Analyses Modules 
The iFinderSDK also includes methods to 
analyse and index image and video data.   

2.3.1. Cut Detection 
For the segmentation of videos into segments a 
video cut detection algorithm is developed. 
Based on frame based differences of a colour 

histogram a decision is made, if a scene change 
has occurred.  

2.3.2. Face Detection and Recognition 
For the face detection three processing steps are 
carried out. First, the sub images are computed 
and these sub images are transformed by a 
robust feature extraction method. In the second 
step the features of the sub images are sent to the 
input of a trained neural network which decides 
if the sub image contains a face. Finally, the 
different face hypotheses are merged.  
The face recognition is based on a 2 dimensonal 
Hidden-Markov-Modell.  For every face a 
reference model is trained with several examples 
of a specific face. The decoding is realized with 
a Viterbi algorithm finding the optimal path 
between the test pattern and the reference model.   

3. The iFinder Media Asset 
Management Framework 

The iFinder multimedia retrieval system builds 
the  application on top of the media indexing 
toolbox iFinderSDK. The iFinder search engine 
enables to search in large audio/video archives. 
The MPEG-7 metadata descriptions are stored in 
either in XML or relational databases (e.g. 
Oracle). The iFinder system includes also 
components for video streaming and Web 
services. The system architecture is based on 
open standards and allows the integration in 
existing IT infrastructures and multimedia 
processing workflows. The client application is 
written in JAVA and support a direct user 
interaction with the retrieved content. The usage 
of the iFinder retrieval application consists of 
three steps. First the user defines a query input. 
This is usually a definition of a search term (e.g. 
person name), a keyword or the date of the 
media production. The GUI for the input of 
query parameters of the iFinder client in the 
application for the German Parliament video 
search is shown in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: iFinder client window to define input 
queries 
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This query is send to the retrieval application 
which presents a list of possible hits. All 
possible result items are attached with additional 
metadata to give the user a first overview about 
the different search results. Finally the user 
selects one of the search results to get the full 
multimedia document. With the Java client 
application including a text/video browser the 
user can navigate and browse through the search 
result.  

4. Cross media applications with 
iFinder 

The development of the iFinder framework is 
based on several research and development 
projects. All projects have the common goal to 
structure and index audio-visual unstructured 
data material for later retrieval, search and 
navigation applications. Although the projects 
differ in the composition of different media 
types and the search functionalities, the general 
idea to realize an automatic indexing 
functionality is the same. Because the indexing 
methods are based on statistical pattern 
recognition methods the availability of speech, 
audio and video resources and data material are 
very important to achieve an optimal indexing 
and retrieval rate. In most cases the data material 
can be collected and stored easily. The main 
effort is to annotate and prepare sufficient 
training and evaluation material.   

4.1. BMBF Project: AGMA 
The national BMBF (Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research) project AGMA 
(Automatic Generation of Metadata based on 
MPEG-7) started in November 1999 and last 
until October 2003 [KOECAS01]. The main 
objective of AGMA was to investigate 
multimedia indexing methods in context of the 
upcoming MPEG-7 standard. As application 
domain the speech and video recordings of the 
German Parliament are used. The data is directly 
recorded from the DVB signal of the German 
broadcaster Phoenix TV in MPEG-2 quality. A 
typical session in the German Parliament has an 
average duration of six hours. More than 100 
hours of audio-visual data are collected and a 
few hours are transcribed on a detailed level. 
The domain of the parliament has several 
advantages. First, the German parliament is a 
naturally delimited domain. Domain limitation 
is an important aspect to build a system that can 
be used for real world applications. Second, the 
high volume of speech and video with the 
corresponding transcriptions and annotations 
necessary for system training is available. Third, 
the data is publicly available, and its use does 
not give rise to intellectual property issues.  
Another speciality of this domain is the 
availability of the stenographic transcriptions. 
They are intensively used to develop an 
automatic alignment procedure using a HMM 
based state-of-the-art speech recognition system 

with specialized grammars and language models  
[BIALRE03]. The aligned speech data is 
evaluated if the reliability of the transcriptions 
are high enough to use for later training and 
adaptation processes. Therefore the a-posterior 
probabilities are estimated and chunks of a pre-
defined size are extracted automatically. With 
the speech alignment methods it is possible to 
generate an automatic synchronisation of the 
audio-video signal with the corresponding 
stenographic text. For every spoken word a time 
position is generated [BIATSD03].  
The video analysis is composed from three 
successive processing steps: temporal 
segmentation, face detection and tracking and 
face recognition. The temporal segmentation 
uses the difference image and the difference of 
the histograms of two consecutive frames to find 
the scene boundaries (cuts and dissolves) in the 
video sequence. A frontal face detector is used 
to find the faces in the scenes. The gaps between 
the detected frontal views of the face, where the 
person looks to the left or right, are filled using a 
simple histogram based tracking algorithm. The 
recognition of the detected faces is based on 
pseudo 2D Hidden Markov Models. To build 
face models for the politicians 50 persons are 
annotated manually. With the face database a 
training and evaluation is carried out.  Also 
other video processing algorithms are 
investigated and developed, like object 
segmentation and clustering of different scene 
types. 
The generated metadata descriptions from the 

speech and video analysis are merged into a 
MPEG-7 description. The following diagram 
shows the data flow of the metadata storage. 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Content extraction architecture in 
AGMA 
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The retrieval client application is realized as 
JAVA GUI program with a user-friendly search 
and browsing functionality. The text-video 
browser is shown in figure 5.  

 
Figure 5: Text/Video Browser of the AGMA 
project 
 
The text window contains the stenographic 
transcriptions. The search results are high 
lighted on the sentence level. Also named 
entities are marked automatically to give the 
user a fast overview about the thematic topic. 
The video signal is streamed using the 
Quicktime streaming server. The video and the 
text are synchronised and the user can browse 
through the video or the text and the positions of 
the different synchronized media types are 
changed simultaneously.  This text/video 
browser is one the most advanced cross media 
applications because the synchronisation is 
realized automatically.  
This audio and video analysis methods and the 
retrieval application build the basics of the 
iFinder system. More information can be found 
in [LOEACM02].  

BMBF Project: Piavida 
In the project Personalized Interactive Audio, 
Voice and Video Information Portals and 
Applications (Piavida) six Fraunhofer institutes 
developed a system to extract relevant 
information automatically from large audio-
visual corpora. This project ended in December 
2003 after a project duration of 3 years. The 
Fraunhofer IMK has investigates methods for 
spoken document retrieval on subword unit, like 
syllables and phonemes [EICNOE02]. Based on 
the automatically generated transcriptions a text 
classification module analyzes the speech 
documents.  
As speech training and retrieval database a 
speech collection from the German broadcaster 
Deutsche Welle is used [EICLRE02]. Also here 
the training material is aligned automatically 
based on the calculation of a-posterior 
probabilities. The transcriptions are manually 
evaluated and corrected with the Transcriber 

Toolkit. The training set of 6 hours of speech is 
used to build cross-word triphone models. These 
models are still used in the iFinder framework. 
The project has shown the importance of large 
multimedia databases for training and evaluation 
purposes.      

4.2. Audiomining for broadcasters 
In this project the iFinder system is adapted to 
build a pilot speech and audiomining application 
for two German broadcast stations 
[LARGIW05]. The media documentary 
departments of broadcast stations have the 
challenge to archive and describe huge amounts 
of the radio program every day. With the 
support of an automatic indexing system this 
work effort can be reduced and radio material 
which could not be documented can be 
described automatically using an audiomining 
system. The term audiomining reflects the 
similarity to available text mining solutions 
which are already on the market. To realize a 
solution to index the radio program of 
broadcasters the iFinder system is integrated in a 
complete application with a user-friendly web-
based frontend. This pilot system includes 
methods for speech/nonspeech detection, 
speaker segmentation and speaker clustering. 
The speaker algorithms generated for each radio 
show an identification number for each speaker 
cluster. The speech recognition process is 
carried out with a syllable based speech 
recognizer integrated in the iFinderSDK. The 
syllable transcriptions are stored in a file system 
and the related search module translated the 
word and phrase based queries to a syllable and 
a phonetic transcription which is compared to 
the recognized transcripts. This approach has the 
advantage to be vocabulary independent and to 
be very robust against variations of the domains.  
The speech database for this pilot application 
consists of 160 hours of recordings from the 
broadcast stations. The DW provided two 
different radio formats which have a high speech 
portion. The radio shows from WDR has much 
more music included and one of the shows has a 
more dialogue based structure. The recordings 
are available in the MPEG-1 layer II format and 
are re-sampled to linear 16 KHz sampling rate.  

4.3. EU-IST Project Boemie 
The objective of the IST project Boemie is to 
investigate the creation, evaluation and 
exploitation of multimedia ontologies 
[SPYEWI05]. The project has started recently in 
March 2006 and the first requirements of the 
projects are defined. One important component 
of this research project is the automatic 
extraction of audio-visual content. Therefore the 
iFinder framework should be used, adapted and 
extended. As application domain kind of sports 
are already defined and the content collection 
phase will be started in the next phase of the 
project. This means that iFinder will be used in 
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another domain (i.e. sports domain) which 
requires new or at least modified extraction 
algorithms. Also the aspect of modelling 
multimedia knowledge will be an important 
aspect of future multimedia retrieval systems, 
like iFinder. Here the challenge is to apply and 
exploit approaches from ontology based 
technologies, like reasoning methods, to 
multimedia retrieval applications. 

4.4. EU-IST Project LIVE 
In the research project LIVE of the IST program 
on knowledge modelling and intelligent content 
processing the objective is to investigate new 
formats of interactive TV productions for live 
sport content [WILEWI05]. The central idea is 
to provide the viewers of TV different channels 
for a sport event which are linked with each 
other, so that the viewer will have the 
opportunity to consume the sport event to his 
personal interest. To achieve this goal a semi-
automatic authoring of the content must be 
achieved. Therefore the production and 
availability of metadata from live and archived 
content are very important. The iFinder 
framework should be adapted to generate 
metadata, like keywords, in real-time. Further 
the archive of the ORF will be indexed by the 
iFinder solution. 

5. Summary and Outlook  
It has be shown that as result of several research 
projects an integrated framework for multimedia 
retrieval, called iFinder, is developed. It already 
covers many different modules for media 
indexing and provides retrieval functionality. 
The main issue for industrial projects is to 
achieve a robust system performance regarding 
the required recognition and retrieval rates. 
Therefore domain dependent data collections 
have to be carried out to adapt and optimize the 
indexing modules. In further research projects 
new features, like knowledge modelling and 
online processing, will be extend the iFinder 
framework. 
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Abstract 
Cross media tools and multi-modal analysis are crucial technologies for automizing media monitoring and 
advancing content production. We discuss relevant project results from the projects DIRECT-INFO and NM2 
where cross media tools and multi-modal analysis were developed and applied.  
 

1. Introduction 
Media monitoring, and specifically global 

advertisement expenditure measurement, is a 
huge world-wide market. In 2005 the global 
advertising market was more than 400 billion 
US $ [Zenith Optimedia, (2006)]. Main goal of 
media monitoring companies is to calculate 
advertisement expenditure on all kind of 
products and deliver to their customers numbers 
on specific products. Customers of media 
monitoring companies are executives, policy and 
decision makers, who are interested to receive 
data on how much money one company spent on 
a specific advertisement campaign for one 
product. Currently most of the work of media 
monitoring companies is performed manually, 
resulting in enormous personnel efforts. The 
introduction of semi-automatic tools requires 
multi-modal analysis and cross media capability, 
which makes the task from a technical point of 
view very challenging. Within DIRECT-INFO 
project we targeted a specific area of media 
monitoring, sponsorship tracking, and created a 
first prototype system for context aware multi-
modal analysis with cross media functionality. 

NM2 aims at creating a variety of new media 
genres using all of the facilities of modern 
broadband communication and interactive 
terminals. New production tools for the media 
industry are created within the project that allow 
the easy production of non-linear broadband 
media which in turn can be personalised by the 
Viewers to interact directly with the medium 
and influence what they see and hear according 
to their personal preferences. 

2. Sponsorship tracking in Direct-Info 
DIRECT-INFO primarily targeted the media 

monitoring sector and specifically the needs of 
Media Information Firms that capture, monitor, 
archive, and analyze media information. As a 
concrete business case the project focused on 
sport sponsorship monitoring which practically 
means that a sponsor wants to know how often 
his brand appears in connection with the 

sponsored organisation. Knowledge about how 
often a sponsor is mentioned in connection with 
the sponsored party is a direct indicator for 
executive managers to estimate whether to 
continue sponsorship or invest e.g. in direct 
advertising activities. The sponsored party can 
use this information in order to further motivate 
the sponsor to invest. End-users of 
DIRECT-INFO are customers of media 
information companies, respectively top 
managers, communication managers or PR 
managers. For this reason an easy to use web 
based user interface was implemented which 
promptly presents all the relevant information in 
a summary page, allowing further “drill down” 
only if requested. 

2.1. Technical overview 
Technically the project covers cross media 

aspects and a multi-modal analysis. Relevant 
parts of TV streams and electronic press feeds 
are automatically selected and subsequently 
monitored to find appearances of the name or 
logo of a sponsoring company in connection 
with the sponsored party. For this purpose basic 
features are fully automatically extracted from 
TV and press and thereafter fused to 
semantically meaningful reports. Extracted 
features include logos, positive & negative 
mentions of a brand or product, multimodal 
video segmentation, speech-to-text transcripts, 
detected topics and genre classification. 

From a technical point of view sponsorship 
tracking is a very complex task. The simple 
detection of e.g. a brand in one modality (e.g. 
video) is not sufficient in order to meet the 
requirements. In praxis a sponsor very often 
sponsors more than one party hence the context 
information is needed as well in order to filter 
relevant appearances. 

A multi-modal analysis and fusion, which 
relates information from different modalities 
was needed in order to get this context 
information. Within DIRECT-INFO the 
multi-modal analysis covers four modalities 
(video, audio, text and images) and two media 
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(TV and press) [Rehatschek, H. (2004).] 
[Kienast, G. Stiegler H., Bailer W., Rehatschek 
H., Busemann St. Declerck Th. (2005)]. 

2.2. Workflow of the system 
Main project result is a pilot system which 

has been installed at the premises of partner 
Nielsen Media Research, Italy. The functionality 
of the DIRECT-INFO pilot system can be best 
explained when looking at the workflow which 
is depicted in Figure 1 and consists of the 
following main steps 

 
1. Acquisition records video chunks of constant 

length & Electronic Program guide (EPG) 
information and notifies the central content 
analysis controller (CAC) on their 
availability. 

2. Based on EPG information the CAC 
prepares semantic blocks (represented as 
MPEG-7 documents) i.e. per sport event, TV 
show etc.  

3. CAC starts an automatic genre classification 
subsystem on this semantic block in order to 
get another indicator – next to the EPG 
information - if the semantic block is 
relevant for analysis. 

4. Based on a condensed result of the genre 
classification and the EPG information the 

CAC decides if the corresponding semantic 
block shall be analyzed or not.  

5. If a semantic block is relevant for analysis, 
the CAC passes the block now according the 
user defined workflow to the corresponding 
analysis subsystems  

6. After analysis a “Quality Check” is 
performed by the user (MPEG-7 result 
editor/viewer). The user can change 
begin/end of a semantic block and/or modify 
parameters, go to step 5. 

7. After the quality check the results are passed 
to the fusion component. 

8. Fusion component first automatically 
reduces the different results of the analysis 
subsystems according to user defined rules. 
Then based on user interaction the data will 
be classified. 

9. The fused classified semantic blocks are 
stored in a local database of the fusion 
component. 

10. If a specific customer request comes in the 
database can be queried via a set-up 
application for fused classified semantic 
blocks. Specific customer relevant data will 
be put together. 

11. The delivery / Push system visualizes the 
output of this set-up application via a web 
interface and/or immediately alerts (via 
SMS, MMS or email) the end user in case of 
important events. 

 
Next to the integrated system also standalone 

components of several meaningful subsystems 
have been developed. The scientifically most 
innovative are briefly discussed in the following 
sections. 

2.2.1. Genre classification 
This module analyses the video stream in 

real-time and decides on a shot basis the 
following semantic genres: commercials, sports, 
speaker, trailers and comics. The component is 
based on a generic approach and requires proper 
training on the genres of interest. As the 
relatively unreliable single shot classification is 
not directly used within DIRECT-INFO, the 
component summarizes the shot information and 
provides a highly reliable classification of 
semantic blocks. 

The approach is based on low-level feature 
extraction and their combination in feature 
vectors that are related to the feature vectors of 
the training data according to the Bayesian 
decision theory and a Markov Model [Weiß J., 
(2005)]. 

2.2.2. Logo detection 
The logo detection module detects visual 

appearances of logos in the video stream. The 
task is closely related to detecting known planar 
objects in still and moving images, with some 
special requirements. Logos vary in size, can be 
rotated and are subject to different lightning 
conditions. The SIFT (scale invariant feature Figure 1: DIRECT-INFO system workflow 
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transformation) algorithm [Lowe, D. 1999], 
[Lowe, D. 2001] chosen by us is invariant 
against all these factors. Furthermore logos may 
be partly occluded or on non rigid surfaces (a 
player’s shirt) so a logo has still to be detected, 
even if only parts of it are visible/matched. 
Some logos may appear in any color hence the 
chosen algorithm does not rely only on color 
features. The output of this subsystem is a list of 
logo appearances including time, size and 
position on the screen. In addition to the original 
Lowe SIFT we significantly improved the 
matching part of the algorithm and adapted it 
especially on video content. In particular we 
added a tracker [Lucas, B. D., Kanade T. 
(1981)], [Bouguet, J.-Y. (2000)] in order to 
improve performance and stability. We currently 
reach a precision of approx. 35% and a recall of 
approx. 85%. 

2.2.3. Detection of pos./neg./neutr. Mentions 
One very important aspect of monitoring is 

being able to detect positive or negative 
mentions of a brand. Understandably, the busy 
executives of a company that pay dear money 
for sponsorships and advertising are highly 
interested in receiving such information in a 
prompt manner. The linguistic and semantic 
analysis of all textual documents relevant to 
DIRECT-INFO is delivered by the WebSCHUG 
system as XML-encoded dependency structures 
that comply with the MPEG-7 format for textual 
annotation (the Linguistic Description Scheme) 
[Kienast, G., András H., Rehatschek H., 
Busemann St., Declerck Th., Hahn V., Cavet R. 
(2005).].  

The annotation structure has been augmented 
with a 'polarity' tag. Polarity information is 
associated with linguistic units (e.g., words). 
The predicate-argument relations WebSCHUG 
can analyse allow us to support the more 
complex linguistic and semantic detection of 
‘positive’ and ‘negative’ mentions. The 
WebSCHUG system can be parameterized as to 
which entities should be assessed. Parameters 
may include a list of synonyms which supports 
the inclusion of other brands and other use 
cases. 

The system analyses PDF documents in 
Italian as well as English plain text, as it could 
result from ASR or from capturing TV text 
captures. 

2.2.4. MPEG-7 result viewer & editor 
The MPEG-7 Result Viewer & Editor is used 

to visualize analysis results per relevant 
semantic block (job) of the TV workflow (for 
the PDF workflow appearances will be directly 
visualized and checked within the fusion 
component). The application can be started from 
the Content Analysis Controller monitoring GUI 
to perform manual quality checks of the 
analysis. It consists of independent GUI 
components (video player, keyframe viewer, 
timeline view and result editing area) which are 

synchronized with each other in a common GUI 
framework. The operator may change in this 
editor either parameterization of analysis 
modules and restart the analysis on this semantic 
block or manually edit specific results in order 
to get better results of the fusion component. 

2.2.5. Semantic data fusion component 
Data fusion using different resources is a 

challenging task. As only high-quality results 
are acceptable to end-users, DIRECT-INFO 
opted for an automatic fusion process 
complemented with a manual assessment and 
correction phase. Hence quality assurance 
remains with the human media analyst.  

The level of granularity is the appearance, 
representing an occurrence of a logo, a topic or a 
mention of interest. Fusing appearances requires 
a homogeneous representation scheme, which is 
defined using archetypes. 

The technology used in the Fusion 
component is based on the Zope [Zope (2006)] 
application server, the Plone [Plone (2006)] 
content management system (CMS), and the 
Archetypes package that allows the easy 
definition of new content types for the Plone 
CMS. This software is in the public domain. 

The Fusion Component works on an 
MPEG-7 document which stores all analysis 
information of one semantic block. From 
MPEG-7 content basic appearances per logo, a 
topic or a mention of interest are derived and 
stored. Basic appearances and further MPEG-7 
information such as EPG data are then used to 
form complex appearances through a set of 
fusion rules. These rules are parameterized with 
respect to sponsor name, company name, or date 
and time. Results are assessed for correctness by 
the media analyst through the Facts Assessment 
Interface and stored in the Zope Object 
Database. The Setup Application Q/R interface 
queries and retrieves application-specific 
appearances according to end-user requirements. 
The media analyst decides which ones to make 
available to the end-user and stores them in the 
database for delivery to the end-user [Declerck, 
Th., Busemann St., Rehatschek H., Kienast G. 
(2006)]. 

3. New media formats in NM2 
The State-of-the-Art in media production is 

the creation of entire finished stories that get 
delivered through myriads of distribution 
channels (TV, Internet, DVD, etc) to the end-
user. With NM2 media professionals can instead 
conceive story components that can be used in 
the production of many different stories 
(equivalent to the car industry reusing 
components in different models) and 
screenwriters are supported to think in “story 
worlds”. It is then up to the end-user to actually 
create her very own story on-the-fly based on 
her personal preferences. 
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In a technological sense innovation in NM2 
concerns the development of new frameworks, 
technologies, tools, methods and architectures 
for narrative-based annotation (description of 
content), content recognition and content 
delivery to support the re-engineering of the 
production value chain and simultaneously 
enable the creation of a range of new, profitable, 
entertaining and engaging media genres with 
mass-market appeal to Europeans with screen 
dependent devices such as televisions, 
computers, games consoles and DVD players. 

New tools for personalised, interactive and 
reconfigurable media productions are created 
within the project that will be elaborated in 
seven audio-visual interactive and non-linear 
productions. The NM2-productions range from 
news reporting and documentaries through a 
quality drama serial to an experimental 
television production about love. 

3.1. Production Workflow 
The State-of-the-Art production workflow 

comprises the following phases: 
 

x The pre-production phase where 
preliminary steps before the actual shooting 
starts are made, followed by 

x the production phase where shooting takes 
place, and 

x Finally the post-production phase where 
the shot material gets finalized. 

 
Compared to the classical setup introduced 

above, the NM2-prodcution workflow as 
depicted in Figure 2 is non-linear and iterative. 

The production workflow differs in detail 
depending on the kind of production (cf. section 
3.3, though all three production phases are 
present in every production.  

While the NM2 tools are mainly situated in 
the post-production phase – where the tools have 
to integrate with existing post-production tools 
like existing non-linear editing systems (NLE) – 
they must also be capable to capture information 
in the production and pre-production phases due 
to the fact of the potential non-linearity of NM2-
workflow. A very important task is to support 
NM2-producers in testing and previewing parts 
of the production to validate the artistic and 
semantic aspects of the story. 

As shown in Figure 3 the NM2 system can be 
divided into three main areas of functionality:  

Production tools support the creators of 
NM2 productions to produce stories. The 
production tools cover the ingestion of essence, 
the manual and automatic description of media 
items, and the authoring, i.e. the construction of 
possible stories. These tools integrate seamlessly 
into the existing production environments. 

The delivery system presents the output to 
the end-users. In some NM2-productions 
customized end-user applications are required, 
which enable media composition at a user 

terminal. In some NM2-productions, the end-
users are able to interact with the media and also 
with other consumers within the production in 
order to exchange comments about the narrative. 

 
Figure 2: production workflow of NM2 

3.2. Architecture 

 
Figure 3: system architecture of NM2 system 

 
This will contrast with the traditional 

broadcast structure of centralised media 
generation and delivery in a closed format. The 
delivery system is set up in a client-server model 
that is already supported in many popular 
domestic devices such as PCs, advanced set-top 
boxes and games consoles.  

The Middleware mediates between the 
production tools and the delivery system by 
managing and interpreting the metadata and 
content. As such, the Middleware represents a 
core layer in which shared functionality is 
implemented. The middleware handles all data 
management tasks, including database 
management, automatic assembly of media 
essence based on metadata, interpretation and 
recording of user profiles as well as user 
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interaction. It finally includes the Realisation 
Engine, which is responsible for dynamically 
creating a user-specific story, based on a given 
story world and the interaction of a particular 
engager. A common API makes all of the above 
mentioned accessible to all instances of the 
production tools and delivery system.  

3.3. Productions 
The media productions are chosen to reflect a 

range of content genres. They are suited to a 
range of cross media publishing channels, 
including, broadcast (television), broadband 
delivery, and DVD. Each production is 
mentored by a target professional 
broadcaster/production company who are 
assessing the new media experiments: 

“Gods In The Sky choice” 
An interactive version of an imaginative and 

thought-provoking set of programmes exploring 
ancient myths in colourful and imaginative 
drama, dance and puppet theatre form, with a 
new astronomical interpretation.  

City Symphonies 
A new production in a traditional 

documentary genre. City Symphonies makes use 
of an old but recently revitalised screen 
language – montage – which has proved critical 
to the history of cinema, and is essential to any 
understanding of the relationship between 
cinema and the architecture of the city.  

MyNews&SportsMyWay 
A digital, interactive archive that makes it 

possible for engagers via broadband to discover, 
select and recombine news & sports items and 
stories according to their individual tastes.  

Runecast  
Runecast is inspired by the time-honoured 

oral-storytelling, performance-based structures, 
which contemporary interactive digital media re-
enable in new forms. Engagers are enabled to 
compose their own coherent story constellations 
of songs, tales and images from mixed audio-
visual media. 

Gormenghast Explored 
A fantastical, allegorical version of Mervyn 

Peake’s great novel, originally produced by 
BBC Television. The content from the 
production will be developed to allow the story 
to be explored through new narrative paths, 
enabling flexible narrative structures in drama to 
be explored.  

A Golden Age 
An ambitious configurable documentary 

exploring the arts of the Renaissance in England, 
concentrating on the final two decades of 
Elizabeth I’s rule. The engager determines the 
aspects of this subject which are of most 
interest, and the system produces in real-time a 
version which responds to these preferences.  

Accidental Lovers 
This production is a participatory black 

comedy about love for television, mobile phone 
and Internet using a generative narrative. The 

engager can affect in real-time the unfolding 
drama of the unlikely romantic couple, Juulia in 
her sixties and Roope in his thirties. 

3.4. Market 
European households are increasingly 

prepared to receive digital and interactive audio-
visual media. At present up to 30 percent of 
households in the European Union can receive 
digital television, of which two-thirds receive 
digital TV via satellite. The next few years will 
see a substantial increase in digital broadcasting 
through all networks (DVB-T, DVB-C and 
DVB-S), but with national differences in the 
degree of household penetration and in which 
digital platform dominates the market. 
Estimations on future penetration vary 
substantially from 40 percent to 70 percent. 
Broadband Internet is also taking off rapidly in 
many European countries.  

This distinction between the TV and the 
PC/Internet environment has consequences for 
the distribution platforms, devices and users at 
which the NM2 productions aim. At the same 
time the distinction between the two worlds 
seems to become less clear-cut. At present we 
see increasing convergence between both 
platforms and increasing possibilities for 
combining interactivity with attractive and 
entertaining viewer experiences. 

3.5. End-user Devices 
In the realm of NM2 end-user devices, we 

target at three platforms: 
 
x Barebone PC/Windows Media Centre and 

TV/Projector. This is the combination used 
by most of the home theatre personal 
computer and media centres nowadays. 

 
x Game consoles. This platform refers to the 

use of any of the most spread "living-room" 
game consoles available in the market 
nowadays or in the near future (such as 
PlayStation 2, XBox, and Nintendo 
Revolution) 

 
x Mobile phones. Currently this platform is 

for possible spin-off applications, because 
the main goal of a living-room experience is 
not reached yet, the upcoming generation of 
mobile devices at least promises an 
comparable experience. 

3.6. Understanding Visual Content 
For non-linear interactive cinematic narrative, 

it is convenient to work with units, each of 
which constitutes a “micro-narrative”’ contained 
within a video-clip (defined by its cut-in and 
cut-out points). This may consist of more than 
one shot and thus itself contain a number of 
internal cuts. These units are defined as narrative 
objects in NM2 and are the building blocks for 
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the interactive movies. The “glue” that keeps 
them together is represented by narrative 
structures using the Narrative Structure 
Language (NSL) as described below.  

In NM2 the narrative objects reify as media 
objects that have metadata attached on different 
semantic levels w.r.t. formality and reusability: 
 
x AAF (Advanced Authoring Format) [AAF, 

(2006)] is used to interface with existing 
NLE-systems and to integrate cutting 
metadata into the NM2-system. 

x MPEG-7 [MPEG-7, (2006)] is used to 
capture intrinsic low-level features of the 
content (colour descriptor, key frame, shot-
border, etc.). NM2-tools target at extracting 
as much as possible automatically from the 
essence to produce sound MPEG-7 
descriptions though some manual post-
editing and/or validation is unavoidable in 
general. The so generated media objects are 
reusable, i.e. not production-dependent. 

x OWL-DL [OWL, (2006)] is utilised to 
define production-specific characteristics for 
the multimedia objects, to add contextual 
information and interface to the NSL. Most 
of the high-level features are derived from 
MPEG-7 using domain specific mapping 
from features to semantic entities. A core 
ontology is defined that formalises all 
generic concepts and relations. In addition a 
production-specific ontology (based on the 
core ontology) is defined per production that 
describes concepts and relations depending 
on the domain of the production (news 
items, historical elements, etc.). 

 
x The NSL – developed within NM2 – is a 

language for expressing non-linear 
narratives. In NM2 we distinct between 
specific narratives and global narratives. A 
specific narrative is a set of representations 
of media objects arranged into a play-list 
that is delivered to a NM2 end-user. A 
specific narrative can be regarded as being 
rendered as a number of layers playing in 
parallel, each playing a sequence of media 
objects. A global narrative contains the same 
references to media objects, but instead of 
fixed sequences, it specifies rules that are 
used to create a specific narrative on-the-fly 
based on context information. A specific 
narrative can insofar be regarded as an 
instantiation of a global narrative. The 
software that interprets a global narrative, 
producing a specific narrative, is referred to 
as the Inference Engine which is part of the 
above mentioned Realisation Engine (see 
section 3.2). 

 
 

4. Conclusions and outlook 

4.1. Conclusions DIRECT-INFO project 
The main strength of the DIRECT-INFO 

system is in offering an integrated approach 
between several analysis components. Other 
systems on the market focus strictly on a single 
modality (e.g. brand recognition), whereas 
DIRECT-INFO provides a unique multi-modal 
approach which fuses information sources. 
Besides this the consortium has learned its 
lessons from the project, as given below.  

Efforts for integration - especially for the 
set-up of a proper infrastructure, firewall 
configuration for remote access possibility and 
on-going administration - was higher than 
expected.  

Overall system recall and precision was 
estimated on a worst case scenario by taking no 
human interaction into account (which is in 
praxis not the case) and on a specific use case as 
follows: rules assigned to a fusion use case: fr1, 
..., frn; Subsystems involved in a fusion rule fr: 
s1(fr), ..., sm(fr);  

then F value (fval) for fr = � k fval( sk(fr) ), 
1 d k d m;  

F value for fusion use case = 1/n u 6i �k 
fval( sk(fri) ), 1 d k d m, 1 d i d n  

For Juventus use case: assume we are 
interested in Tamoil logos, Tamoil logos during 
topics, and positive mentions of Juventus: 
Tamoil rule tr. Two subsystems involved (logo 
recognition, topic detection): fval(lr)= 52%; 
fval(td) = 72%; fval(tr) = 62%; Rules for pos 
mentions: fval(pm) = 63,5%; Juventus use case 
with lr, pm, tr: fval(Juv) = 59,2% 

Even though Web Services are commonly 
seen as easy to use, it has to be stated, that it 
takes a considerable amount of time to get the 
necessary know how, even for very experienced 
programmers. The standardized SOAP protocol 
supports a broad functionality with numerous 
options, but not all tools have implemented all 
of them making interoperability sometimes 
cumbersome.  

It was a good choice to define MPEG-7 as 
our general metadata exchange format within the 
system. The disadvantage of an initially higher 
learning effort is later gained multiple times by 
avoiding the time consuming phases of 
definition and continuous extension of a 
proprietary format. 

4.2. Conclusions NM2 project 
Currently prototype implementations for all 

parts of the system (production tools, delivery 
system, and middleware) exist and are 
elaborated in a number of productions within 
NM2.  

From a technological point of view a 
document server is in use that allows transparent 
and efficient access to MPEG-7-related data 
either via an RDBMS or (if needed) on a file-
system basis. The production information 
(described on project level) and the set of media 
object descriptions is managed using a newly 
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developed OWL Data Store on top of the Jena 
Framework [Jena, (2006)]. The NM2-system is 
written largely in C++ and Java – utilising 
XML-RPC [XML-RPC, (2006)] to ensure 
interoperability – and partly in Prolog to capture 
the NSL-rules used by the Inference Engine. 

NM2 in the present setup focuses on moving 
image, but subsequent research projects could 
apply the methodologies developed in NM2 to 
produce new cost effective ways of creating 
multiple versions of content in other media types 
as well. 

4.3. Outlook: MediaCampaign project 
Seamlessly with the end of DIRECT-INFO a 

new R&D project – MediaCampaign - in the 
area of cross-media analysis is started. 
MediaCampaign's [Rehatschek, H. (2005)] 
scope is on discovering, inter-relating and 
navigating cross-media campaign knowledge. A 
media campaign is defined as the universe of 
measures in order to fulfill a specific objective. 
The project’s main goal is to automate to a large 
degree the detection and tracking of media 
campaigns on television, Internet and in the 
press. This will lead to new research results in 
media monitoring and analysis, and we aim to 
positively impact the European scientific 
community. 
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Abstract 
We propose an approach to knowledge acquisition, which uses multimedia ontologies for fused extraction of semantics from 
multimedia content, and uses the extracted information to evolve the ontologies. We present the basic components of the proposed 
approach, describe an application scenario we currently examine, and discuss the open research issues focusing on knowledge 
representation and extraction techniques that will enable the development of scalable and precise knowledge acquisition technology. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
The objective of multimedia content analysis is the 

automated knowledge acquisition from various modalities, 
e.g., text, images, video etc. The high complexity that 
characterizes the multimedia content, along with the 
currently prevailing dearth of precise modeling for 
multimedia concepts, makes automatic semantics 
extraction a very challenging task.  

Although latest advances in content analysis have 
improved capabilities for effective searching and filtering, 
a gap still remains between the low-level feature 
descriptions, and high-level semantic descriptions of 
concepts. A suitable approach to fill this gap is to use a 
semantic model in the extraction process. Moreover, the 
analysis of single modalities, in particular of visual 
content alone, is inadequate in all but a small number of 
restricted cases. 

The proposed approach, which is envisaged in the 
framework of the IST project BOEMIE, is unique in that it 
links multimedia extraction with ontology evolution. This 
approach will be used to enrich digital maps with 
multimedia content related to city events. The content is 
collected from various proprietary or open sources and it 
becomes automatically semantically annotated. Driven by 
domain-specific multimedia ontologies, the information 
extraction systems implementing the proposed approach 
will be able to identify high-level semantic features in 
image, video, audio and text and fuse them for optimal 
extraction. The ontologies will be continuously populated 
and enriched using the extracted semantic content. This is 
a bootstrapping process since the enriched ontologies will 
in turn be used to drive the multimedia information 
extraction system. 

This work provides the key ideas involved in the 
whole system and then focuses on the semantics 
extraction. Section 2 highlights the related research. 
Section 3 presents the main aspects of the proposed 
approach, the architecture and its basic components. 
Section 4 provides an application scenario we are 
currently examining for the evaluation of the proposed 
approach. Section 5 discusses some of the issues that arise 
under this bootstrapping framework. The paper concludes 
presenting our next steps for the implementation of the 
proposed approach. 

2. State of the art 
The involved technologies include the semantics 

extraction from multimedia content, the multimedia 
ontologies and techniques that exploit their synergy. 

Semantics extraction from multimedia content is the 
process of assigning conceptual labels to either complete 
multimedia documents or entities identified therein. In 
general, extraction can be performed at the levels of 
layout (structure), content and semantics (intended 
meaning of the author).  

In the case where content is available in multiple 
related modalities, these can be combined for the 
extraction of semantics. The combination of modalities 
may serve as a verification method, a method 
compensating for inaccuracies, or as an additional 
information source (Snoek and Worring 2005). The 
processing cycle of combination methods may be iterated 
allowing for incremental use of context. The major open 
issues in the combination approaches concern the efficient 
utilization of prior knowledge, the specification of open 
architecture for the integration of information from 
multiple sources and the use of inference tools for 
efficient retrieval. 

Most of the extraction approaches encountered in the 
literature are based on learning methods, e.g., naive Bayes 
classifiers, decision tree induction, k-Nearest neighbour, 
Hidden Markov model (Manning and Schutze 1999, 
Rabiner 1989). However, with the advent of promising 
methodologies in multimedia ontology engineering, 
knowledge-based approaches are expected to gain in 
popularity and be combined with the machine learning 
methods. This is also the case we will study in the 
proposed approach. 

Ontologies can play a major role in multimedia content 
interpretation because they can provide high-level 
semantic information that helps disambiguating the labels 
assigned to multimedia objects. Indicative approaches for 
constructing multimedia ontologies are the ones presented 
in Hunter 2001, Mezaris et al 2004, and Troncy 2003. The 
major open issues here concern the automatic mapping 
between low level audio-visual features and high level 
domain concepts, the automated population from 
unconstrained content and when there are no metadata 
attached to the content. In cases of complex domains, 
multiple ontologies may be present and ontology 
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coordination techniques have to be employed (e.g., 
Castano 2004, Kotis and Vouros 2004, Gomez 2002). 

The interaction between information extraction and 
ontology learning has also been modelled at a 
methodological level as a bootstrapping process that aims 
to improve both the conceptual model and the extraction 
system through iterative refinement. In Maedche and 
Staab 2000, the bootstrapping process starts with an 
information extraction system that uses a domain 
ontology. The system is used to extract information from 
text. This information is examined by an expert, who may 
decide to modify the ontology accordingly. The new 
ontology is used for further information extraction and 
ontology enrichment. Brewster et al. 2002 propose a 
slightly different approach to the bootstrapping process. 
Starting with a seed ontology, usually small, a number of 
concept instances are identified in the text. An expert 
separates these as examples and counter-examples which 
are then used to learn extraction patterns. These patterns 
are used to extract new concept instances and the expert is 
asked to re-assess these. When no new instances can be 
identified, the expert examines the extracted information 
and may decide to update the ontology and restart the 
process. 

3. Methodology and architecture 
We advocate an ontology-driven multimedia content 

analysis (semantics extraction from images, video, text, 
audio/speech) through a novel synergistic method that 
combines multimedia extraction and ontology evolution in 
a bootstrapping fashion (see Figure 1). In the following 
sub-sections we describe the proposed components. 

3.1. Semantics Extraction from Multimedia 
Content 

A suitable approach to bridge the semantic gap is to 
use a semantic model in the extraction process. Moreover, 
the analysis of single modalities, in particular of visual 
content alone, is inadequate in all but a small number of 
restricted cases. The effort required to provide problem-
specific extraction tools makes single-media solutions 
non-scalable, while their precision is also rarely adequate. 
In the proposed approach, on the level of individual 
modalities, particular emphasis will be given to visual 
content, from images and video, due to the richness of this 
source and corresponding difficulty of extracting useful 
information. Non-visual content, audio/speech and text, 
will provide supportive evidence, in order to improve 
extraction precision. Since no single modality is powerful 
enough to encompass all aspects of the content and 
identify concepts precisely, fusing information from 
multiple media sources is needed. 

3.2. Multimedia Ontologies  
In our approach, we propose the development of a 

unifying representation for multimedia ontologies and 
related knowledge. This “multimedia semantic model” 
will serve as an integrated model for the different 
ontologies that are necessary to support the semantics 
extraction process:  
x Multimedia content ontology: It represents the 

structure of the content of the multimedia 
documents. The top level hierarchy of a multimedia 
document is classified into: Image, Video, Audio, 
Audiovisual and Multimedia. Each of these types 

Figure 1: Architecture of the integrated system 
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has its own segment subclasses. These subclasses 
describe the specific types of multimedia segments, 
such as video segments, moving regions, still 
regions and mosaics. 

x Multimedia descriptor ontologies: This ontology 
models concepts and properties that describe visual 
characteristics of objects in terms of low-level 
features and media structure descriptions. Sub-
concepts will include MPEG-7 standard features 
like colour, shape, texture, motion, localization and 
basic descriptors. Separate descriptor ontologies 
apply to different modalities. Along with the 
multimedia descriptor ontologies is used the 
hierarchical “fusion model”, where the significance 
(weight) of each modality is defined for each 
concept. 

x Domain-specific ontologies: These ontologies 
contain concepts and properties related to the 
knowledge of the domain of interest. In these 
concepts we assign instances, which are used to 
recognize semantic objects using the results of the 
content analysis process. These ontologies also 
contain detailed descriptions of objects using 
spatiotemporal and partonomic relations defined in 
the multimedia semantic model. 

3.3. Evolution of Multimedia Ontologies 
According to Stojanovic 2004 ontology evolution is 

“the timely adaptation of an ontology to the arisen 
changes and the consistent propagation of these changes 
to dependent artefacts”. Thus, ontology evolution is a 
complex process, involving the following sub-processes: 
ontology population and enrichment, i.e., addition and 
deletion of concepts, relations, properties and instances, 
coordination of homogeneous ontologies, e.g. when more 
than one ontologies for the same domain are available, 
and heterogeneous ontologies, e.g., updating the links 
between a modified domain ontology and a multimedia 
descriptor ontology, maintenance of semantic consistency, 
since any of the above changes may generate 
inconsistencies in other parts of the same ontology, in the 
linked ontologies or in the annotated content base. 

Our approach for ontology population and enrichment 
will be based on machine learning techniques using the 
information from the semantics extraction process. More 
specifically, the extraction process will populate the 
ontologies with instances of the various concepts, together 
with their properties and will also provide unclassified 
entities extracted from the multimedia content which may 
lead to suggestions for the enrichment of the ontologies 
with new concepts and relations, through novelty 
detection. This novelty detection is based on information 
from all different types of media being processed.  

Ontology coordination approaches will be devised to 
interlink ontologies with different levels of heterogeneity. 
Ontology coordination involves the use of matching 
techniques and tools for mapping, alignment and merging.  

During ontology evolution, any of the changes may 
generate inconsistencies in other parts of the same 
ontology, in the linked ontologies or in the annotated 
resources. At the current state of the art, description logic 

reasoning systems (e.g., RACER1) are not tailored to these 
“incremental changes”. We will investigate how such 
changes can be much more efficiently supported. The aim 
is the development of models, techniques, and tools for 
semantic consistency checking of ontology content 
throughout the evolution process.  

4. Application scenario 
The application we are currently examining for the 

evaluation of the proposed bootstrapping approach 
concerns the enrichment of digital maps with semantic 
information. In other words, the results of the semantics 
extraction process will be displayed to the end-user, 
through an interactive digital map.  

The user is interested to find “what” happens “where” 
in the city. The possible queries can be, events of a 
particular type in a specific time frame, events in a venue 
– location, persons related to event (e.g., actors, players 
etc), events at specific dates, events similar to a given one, 
events at nearby venues. It is assumed that we have 
discrete locations in the map, where all possible events are 
allowed to take place. As a concrete example of the 
application scenario, we propose the domain of sports 
where the user asks to know about a specific sport event 
(e.g., football game) in the city. He receives a list of 
games and is able to browse multimedia content related to 
game type, league, previous games, comments-gossip-
interviews on the game to be played, concerning team 
history or the football ground.  

4.1. Initialization 
We will start by collecting, extending and merging 

existing ontologies for sub-domains referring. These 
ontologies will also be linked to the appropriate 
multimedia descriptor ontologies. This process will be 
accomplished using the ontology initialization and content 
annotation tool and will result to the initial multimedia 
semantic model for the domain. 

4.2. Training 
The various semantics extraction and ontology 

evolution tools are trainable to the domain. Therefore, a 
training dataset needs to be collected and used to 
customise the system. This training set should contain 
representative and annotated multimedia content, as 
expected to be encountered by the system at run time. 

4.3. Information gathering 
Having customised the system, the first step of its run-

time use is to collect content from various Web and 
proprietary sources. In the case of sports events, such 
sources may include TV and news programmes, on-line 
magazines, sports-related sites, specialized discussion fora 
and Weblogs, as well as generic content sources.  

4.4. Semantics extraction 
The trained semantics extraction tools will be applied 

at regular intervals to the incoming stream of multimedia 
content, performing extraction of the relevant information 
from each piece of content.  

                                                      
1 http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/~r.f.moeller/racer/index.html 
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We define some city-specific concepts in the 
multimedia ontologies. For each concept we should have 
already defined features (in the multimedia descriptor 
ontology) and some classification parameters that enable a 
decision about the content with a certain probability or 
certainty factor or fuzzy membership (hard rules are 
inappropriate due to uncertainties in processing). This 
applies to all available modalities (text, images, video, 
audio), which means that individual modality – specific 
features (and classifiers) are available and decoupled from 
other modalities.   

There is a “fusion model” with a hierarchical structure, 
which receives a decision input from the individual 
modalities (see Figure 2). For each node it holds the 
information about the weight of the decision taken by each 
modality. Its role is to combine the decisions taken by 
each modality-specific processing by applying the 
respective weights.   

For the sports scenario we assume that the multimedia 
ontology defines the following city-specific classes-
concepts (from general to more specific): Indoor-outdoor. 
The outdoor may decompose to concert, sports, theater. 
Each of the above categories may decompose to relevant 
subcategories. For example, the sport decomposes to 
football, swimming in the initial ontology. More football-
like sports may be identified progressively through the 
evolution of the initial ontology.   

In the example scenario the system  
(i) receives the input, which happens to be a video 

scene of football.  
(ii) The multimodal information is separated and 

processed separately to the visual part, and the 
audio part.  

(iii) The information is processed hierarchically 
assuming no prior knowledge.  

(iv) Using the visual features we classify the content 
with respect to the highest concept in the 
hierarchy, i.e., the indoor – outdoor. The 
appropriate feature for this task is the color. We 
find that the percentage of “green” is high in the 
average image histogram so the classifier gives a 
probability of 0.7 for outdoor and 0.3 for indoor 
(P(outdoor)=0.7, P(indoor)=0.3). Other 
uncertainty representations instead of 
probabilities could be applicable too. 

(v) Using the audio ontology we find that there are 
no sounds that are typical for outdoor 
environment, e.g., sounds of birds, waves, wind 
etc, so the classifier gives P(outdoor)=0.45 and 
P(indoor)=0.55.  

(vi) The text processing (after OCR) does not provide 
any relevant info so the probability is shared 
between the two classes ( P(outdoor)=0.50 and 
P(indoor)=0.50 ).  

(vii) The “fusion model” has predefined through 
training that the weights for the visual, audio and 
text modalities (Wv, Wa, Wt, given in Figure 2) 
and based on them it decides that 
P(outdoor)=0.565. So we proceed to the next 
layer examining the “child” of the outdoor 
concept. 

Similarly we examine the three modalities to classify 
to event categories.  

(i) The visual modality finds very high motion and 
gives P(sport)=0.7, P(concert)=0.2, 
P(theatre)=0.1.  

(ii) The audio detects speech and crowd sounds and 
gives P(sport)=0.5, P(theatre)=0.4, 
P(concert)=0.1.  

(iii) The text does not find relevant features so the 
probability is shared to the three concepts. 

(iv) The “fusion model” decides using the related 
weights that P(sport)=0.589. 

The next level has to do with classification into 
football and swimming.  

(i) The visual ontology defines human motion 
features, color histogram and we calculate 
P(football)=0.9.  

(ii) The audio ontology identifies patterns related to 
football such as “goal”, “corner”, “foul” and 
therefore gives probability P(football)=0.85.  

(iii) The text identified gives the score, the team 
names and thus P(footbal)=0.7. 

(iv) The “fusion model” decides that 
P(football)=0.86. So the shot is classified as 
“football”. 

Additional information that could be used include 
team names, team order in the score board, player names 
etc, which are associated with a certain football stadium. 
We assume that the number of football stadiums is limited 
in a city. The information is localized in the map based on 
the known locations of the football stadiums and the teams 
that are associated with them.  
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Figure 2: The fusion model for the described scenario, 
which defines the concept hierarchy and the modality 

weights per concept and the related multimedia features 
used. 

4.5. Ontology evolution 
The former, extraction task will populate the 

ontologies with instances of the various concepts, together 
with their properties. This process will also be 
accompanied by the appropriate annotation of content in 
the server, in order to provide semantic access to the 
content by the end-user. The latter, concept modelling 
task, performed by the extraction methods, will lead to 
suggestions for the enrichment of the ontologies, through 
novelty detection. The evolution can be performed 
through clustering with respect to specific features. As 
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new sport events may emerge (e.g., football on beaches) 
the knowledge representation has to evolve accordingly.  

5. Discussion 
In terms of semantics extraction from multimedia 

content, we propose the integration of an ontology-based 
approach with a probabilistic inference scheme. We need 
to examine carefully the role of the ontology in fusing 
information extracted from multiple media. We also have 
to examine new ways to fuse features derived from 
multimedia content.  

Ontologies must be sufficiently expressive to describe 
the construction space for possible interpretations in 
general and for specific interpretation results in terms of a 
particular piece of media. Multimedia applications have 
highlighted the need to extend representation languages 
with capabilities which allow for the treatment of the 
inherent imprecision in multimedia object representation, 
matching, detection and retrieval. Existing standard web 
languages do not provide such capabilities. Therefore, 
considerable research effort needs to be directed towards 
representation and management of uncertainty, 
imprecision and vague knowledge in real life applications. 

In terms of ontology population and enrichment, we 
will exploit the multimedia semantic model as well as 
current research on learning and inference techniques 
aiming to develop a generic framework for ontology 
learning and inference from multimedia content, due to 
the complexities introduced by the multimedia context. 
Addition of instances in the multimedia descriptor 
ontology may also require updating the corresponding link 
with the domain-specific ontology. The semantics 
extraction process will provide unclassified entities 
extracted from the multimedia content which may lead to 
the enrichment of the ontologies with new concepts and 
relations based on information from all different types of 
media being processed. Concerning inference techniques 
for ontology population and enrichment, we need to 
optimize and enhance description logic inference 
technology to support learning and retrieval requirements.  

We also propose the use of machine learning 
techniques to assist ontology coordination in this context 
and we need to investigate the appropriate methods. This 
depends very much on the type of training data that is 
available. Supervised learning of complex representations 
requires data that may not be possible to acquire 
manually. Unsupervised or partially supervised methods 
may prove more useful in these cases.  

Concerning semantic consistency checking in ontology 
evolution, there are two main problems. The first occurs at 
the instance level and requires techniques for efficiently 
handling incremental additions of instances, while 
checking integrity constraints. A second one occurs at the 
concept level and requires techniques for checking the 
consistency of new concepts against the current ontology, 
to choose a valid and consistent enrichment solution 
among a set of possible alternatives. 

6. Concluding remarks 
We propose a new approach towards automation of 

knowledge acquisition from multimedia content, by 
introducing the notion of evolving multimedia ontologies 
which will be used for the extraction of information from 
multimedia content. We have outlined the approach 

through a sports scenario. This is a synergistic approach 
since it combines multimedia extraction and ontology 
evolution in a bootstrapping process involving, on the one 
hand, the continuous extraction of semantic information 
from multimedia content in order to populate and enrich 
the ontologies and, on the other hand, the deployment of 
these ontologies to enhance the extraction robustness.  

The main measurable objective of this initiative is to 
improve significantly the performance of existing single-
modality approaches in terms of scalability and precision. 
Towards that goal, our aim is to develop a new 
methodology for extraction and evolution, using a rich 
multimedia semantic model, and realize it as an open 
architecture. The architecture will be coupled with the 
appropriate set of tools.  
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Abstract 
X-Media is an integrated Project funded by the European Commission which addresses the issue of 
knowledge management in complex distributed environments. It will study, develop and implement large 
scale methodologies and techniques for knowledge management able to support sharing and reuse of 
knowledge that is distributed across different media (images, documents and data) and repositories (data 
bases, knowledge bases, document repositories, etc.). The project starts in March 2006 and will last for 4 
years. In this paper we provide an overview of the project and outline the cross-media approach. 
 

1. Introduction 
While in the past, medium size, mainly textual, 

centralized archives used to be the only resources for 
knowledge management, nowadays large companies 
handle very large quantities of multimedia information in 
distributed archives. Their intranets connect thousands of 
computers and reach sizes of dozens of millions of 
documents. In addition, the increased use of the WWW as 
a source of information has made the boundary between 
intra- and inter-net very thin. This dramatically increases 
the size of the information space.  Moreover, databases 
and archives are used to store huge amounts of 
information that is vital for the organization life, such as 
data on products, financial information, etc.  Therefore 
Collecting and aggregating multimedia knowledge is of 
fundamental importance in order to gain competitiveness 
and to reduce costs. For example thousands of documents 
are produced during the design and manufacturing of a 
class of jet engines. During service, a single engine 
produces about 1Gbyte of vibration data per flight; if 
irregularities are found, part of the data is stored. Every 
time an engine is serviced, financial information is 
produced. If problems are found, pictures are taken, 
reports are written. Each individual engine has a potential 
“folder” of information describing the whole lifecycle of 
the engine that can easily sum up to several Gigabytes of 
information, potentially Terabytes, and contains highly 
interrelated information stored in different media. From a 
knowledge management point of view, information on 
engines belonging to the same class is to be collected and 
compared in order to: 
Spot trends and problems common to the whole class, 
requiring actions in terms of design, manufacturing or 
organization of service; the sooner the action is taken, the 
lower is the cost in terms of maintenance and in terms of 
customer satisfaction 
Identify rising problems on the individual and fix it before 
it is seriously damaged or breaks down; the latter point is 
particularly important for very expensive artefacts that 
also carry important safety constraints.  
Compile, and then disseminate and share, best practices 
for design, manufacturing and service in order to 
minimize the downtime. 

Such needs are common to a large part of the 
manufacturing industry, including car companies, 
aerospace companies, electronic appliances producers and 
many others. In each case it may change the scale of the 
production and the type of products, but the problem of 
dealing with large amount of multimedia information is 
common. 
The growing size and the multi-media nature of the 
archives has serious implication on the way knowledge 
management can be implemented. There are a number of 
dimensions along which the complexity arises: 
Focusing: large amount of information implies that 
managing knowledge becomes more complex and needs 
powerful focusing methodologies. Focus of searching 
changes in time and from user to user, and requires a 
balanced mixture of exploration and searching; 
Knowledge integration: large distributed archives require 
the ability to map the distribution of information, to 
weight every single source and to distribute searches 
carefully; this is very difficult and often search is 
performed just in some of the archives, disregarding 
others that can bring very useful information; 
Uncertainty and Dynamicity: information is often 
ambiguous, incomplete, or referring to a specific context - 
therefore archives can contain noise and imprecision, as 
well as obsolete information; each piece of knowledge 
must therefore be judged based on provenance, evidence, 
etc. 
Cross-Media: evidence is often distributed in different 
media; it is possible that knowledge expressed in just one 
medium does not carry enough evidence. Connecting 
information in more than one medium is often required.  
Infrastructure: different media cannot easily be shared. 
A folder of text documents may be sent via email, but a 
folder of images may not, and may instead require a 
shared image repository. For 10 GByte of data remote 
access to the underlying data base is to be considered.  
 
Current knowledge management technologies and 
practises cannot cope with such new situation, as they 
mainly provide simple mechanisms (e.g. keyword 
searching) for supporting knowledge workers manually 
pierce together the information from different sources. 
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2. X-Media 
X-Media addresses the issue of knowledge management in 
complex distributed environments. It will study, develop 
and implement large scale methodologies and techniques 
for knowledge management able to support sharing and 
reuse of knowledge that is distributed in different media 
(images, documents and data) and repositories (data bases, 
knowledge bases, document repositories, etc.). 
Technologies will be able to support knowledge workers 
in an effective way, (i) hiding the complexity of the 
underlying search/retrieval process, (ii) resulting in a 
natural access to knowledge, (iii) allowing interoperability 
between heterogeneous information resources and (iv) 
including heterogeneity of data type (data, image, texts). 
The expected impact on organizations is to dramatically 
improve access to, sharing of and use of information by 
humans and between machines. Expected benefits are a 
dramatic reduction of management costs and increasing 
feasibility of complex knowledge management tasks. The 
project plan is structured along the four areas listed below. 
 

2.1. Area 1: knowledge sharing and reuse 
X-Media will study and implement technologies and 
methodologies for easy and intelligent access to and reuse 
of formalised and non formalised knowledge. The reuse 
will take into consideration the user context to help focus 
searches and reuse. Reuse and sharing will be enabled via 
cross-media ontology supported automatic indexing. The 
technology will work in a largely automated way, but it 
will be centred on supporting users’ work, rather than 
replacing them. This is because the activity of a 
knowledge worker is complex and humans are 
irreplaceable agents in this process. In this context, we 
will study, design and develop: (1) Effective and efficient 
new paradigms for knowledge retrieval, sharing and reuse 
which enable users to define and parameterize views on 
the available knowledge according to their needs. (2) 
Novel and cutting-edge knowledge fusion methods to 
support knowledge workers in making decisions when 
confronted with – possibly contradicting – knowledge 
derived from different resources. (3) techniques able to 
represent and manage (i) uncertainty, (ii) trust and 
provenance as well as (iii) dynamic aspects of knowledge. 
Usability will be a major concern together with ease of 
customisation for new applications.  
 

2.2. Area 2: automated knowledge 
acquisition and extraction from 
documents, images and raw data.  

Functional to the methodologies for knowledge sharing 
investigated in Area 1, is the ability to acquire knowledge 
across media in a rich, semantically-oriented way. X-
Media will develop a set of tools able to support sharing 
methodologies in a seamless and automatic way.  Media 
addressed are raw data, texts and images (e.g. results or 
parameters in experiments, raw images, textual 
documents, etc.). The outcome of the acquisition 
technologies will be a semantic representation of the 
content (conceptualization) to be used for knowledge 

management purposes. Enrichment of multimedia 
documents with additional layers of automatically 
generated annotation will be the main medium of 
associating conceptualizations to resources. 

2.2.1. Limitations of Existing Technology 
Current technology focuses on single medium 
technologies to acquire knowledge in multi media 
environments; this means that retrieval methods use 
mainly one medium (e.g. text) even in multimedia 
environments. This is the methodology adopted by some 
European projects such as IST-MUMIS (project providing 
indexes for multimedia material) or the IST-PrestoSpace, 
as well as services like Google Images. To our knowledge, 
there are no technologies available for information 
extraction that work truly cross media and that can be 
used in cases where information in one medium is 
necessary to understand the information in the other. 
 

2.2.2. Innovation in X-Media: Multi and Cross 
Media Information Extraction 

The strength of the approach will come from the flexible, 
deep combination of media. The project will provide 
technologies for two approaches to multi-media content.  
On the one hand a multi-media approach will be pursued 
where information from each data source is initially 
extracted separately and – still separately - transformed 
into conceptual information. The mean for assigning 
conceptual information to the different sources is 
annotation with respect to an ontology as proposed by the 
Semantic Web community. The resulting pieces of 
conceptual information are joined to a common 
description via information fusion. Multimedia IE is 
expected to provide a richer way of extracting information 
and will enable access to knowledge using different 
media. Though multi media information extraction solves 
the problem of extraction information from several media, 
it has a severe limitation in that each IE process lives in a 
separate universe. This means that each process has to 
produce its own internal evidence in order to create 
conceptual information. In some cases, identifying such 
evidence can be a difficult or even an impossible task in 
one single medium, although plenty of additional evidence 
might be available across the media.  
For this reason, X-Media will investigate cross media 
information extraction (CM-IE), where evidence is 
considered across different media; this means that each 
extractor will be able to use evidence from different media 
in order to assign conceptual descriptions.  The advantage 
of cross media IE will be more effective and robust 
extraction of information. 
 
Evidence in different media will be represented in terms 
of conceptual information that will constitute also the 
output of the CM-IE process. So, both evidence and 
outputted conceptual information will be used by other 
modules as background conceptual knowledge, i.e. pre-
existing knowledge.  
The global process of CM-IE will be implemented by 
sequentially iterating single medium extraction where the 
output of one process is used as background knowledge of 
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the next one. The whole extraction process will be iterated 
until some convergence is reached. 
 
Completely bridging the “semantic gap” among media is 
clearly beyond what is feasible in the next few years; 
however, we are confident to reach a considerable 
progress in this intricate and semantically ambiguous task 
and to advance the state of the art to the point that it can 
produce concrete results in real world applications.  
 

2.2.3. Innovation in X-Media: Uncertainty handling 
in Information Extraction 

A direct implication of cross media extraction is that 
different extractors will have to output evidence and 
conceptual information with different degrees of 
confidence. As a matter of fact evidence and extracted 
information are never completely clear cut and their 
successful integration requires that uncertainty is 
maintained and exploited. In X-Media uncertainty will be 
exploited in form of fuzzy or probabilistic results. Such 
probabilistic output will be managed by the probabilistic 
reasoning methods defined in Area 1. 
 

2.2.4. Technological Need: Advancement in Single 
Medium IE 

Although the focus of the project is cross media, we 
believe that further advancements are still necessary for 
single medium technologies in order to provide new and 
improved technologies that satisfy the requirements for 
future information extraction.   
 

2.3. Area 3: infrastructure  
A knowledge acquisition, integration and sharing 
environment will be defined. Since X-Media is an 
application-oriented integrated project, integration is 
required on the implementation as well as on the 
conceptual level. The main outcome of this area of 
activity will be a a methodology and a technical 
infrastructure able to deliver knowledge from across 
media to the knowledge workers, taking into account the 
complexity of managing different media with different 
size of data.  
 

2.4. Area 4: application and testing  
The technology above will be used to define showcases 
and prototype applications. Two main testbeds are defined 
by the two large industrial users (Rolls Royce and Fiat) 
and other supporting testbeds will be analysed by the 
technology providers (Quinary, Ontoprise, Solcara and 
CognIT). System trials with final users will showcase the 
technology and pave the way to further exploitation. 
 

2.5. The role of ontologies  
Ontologies will provide a common vocabulary and a 
common representation among modules in the 
architecture, supporting knowledge sharing and reuse and 

enabling sharing of information. Ontologies, and semantic 
annotations according to them, are expected to play the 
key role as glue behind sharing and reusing knowledge 
processes, supporting integration and fusion of 
information derived from different extraction systems 
working over different media. As a consequence, support 
for management and storage of ontologies will be a key 
infrastructure component, central in the architecture of the 
X-Media knowledge sharing platform. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we present work in cross-media summarization which is currently in progress under the 
REVEAL-THIS IST project. The proposed strategy emphasizes on exploring different ways of synthesizing 
the most salient elements of the constituent parts of a cross-media object. At the core of our work lies an open, 
adaptable architecture that decides the way the salient parts are fused in accordance with both the users’ 
interests and digital equipment and the typology and semantic characteristics of the original information. We 
apply our methodology by showing specific examples of our notion of cross-media fusion and summarization 
in the domains of broadcast TV news and European Parliament sessions.

1. Introduction
Multimedia information fusion and 

presentation of personalized summaries in a 
range of different consumer devices is of 
growing interest today where available 
multimedia content increases exponentially. 
There is a basic need to provide multimedia 
content systems that will help users keep up with 
the explosion of digital content scattered over 
different platforms (radio, satellite TV, Web, 
etc), different media (speech, text, images, 
video) and different languages. Moreover, end 
users require intelligent filtering facilities, 
embedded in user-friendly, personalized 
interfaces that will allow them to distinguish 
crucial content from a plethora of irrelevant 
information. An answer to this need is provided 
by organizing, selecting and presenting 
summarized information in a personalized way.

In this context, state-of-the-art techniques of 
distributed information retrieval, related to 
multimedia selection, data fusion and 
presentation of results coupled with cross-media
summarization and hierarchical categorization 
enable users to effectively search and browse the 
large amount of content gathered. The process of 
cross-media summarization consists in 
constructing summaries by exploiting and 
analyzing the different media (images, speech, 
audio, text, etc) that co-exist in the original data 
stream (Benitez et al., 2002), (Papageorgiou et 
al., 2005). Although research is still in its 
infancy, the growing availability of multimedia 
material along with the technological advances 

of display capabilities in consumer devices 
makes cross-media summarization a 
challenging, yet worthwhile task. 

 In this paper, we present work in cross-
media summarization which is in progress under 
the REVEAL-THIS project. Our objective is to 
analyze the audiovisual content, retrieve and 
rank stories relevant to users’ profiles and then 
provide a personalized multimedia summary 
highlighting the salient information of the 
original media.

Our cross-media summarization system 
combines visual findings (e.g. characteristic 
scenes extracted from video) with textual ones 
(summaries of the accompanied transcript along 
with facts, named entities) and pre-defined 
templates, which constitute the class of 
knowledge-intensive approaches that we believe 
to be more suitable for this task. 

The structure of the paper is as follows:
Section 2 describes the data collection and the 
pre-processing applied to it. Section 3 outlines 
the system architecture and methodology. 
Section 4 discusses in depth the two basic 
building blocks: the textual and visual 
summarization components. Section 5 
summarizes what has been achieved so far with 
an outlook to future work.

2. Data collection & pre-processing
A great range of multimodal (video, audio, 

text), and multi-source (Sat, TV, Radio, Web) 
corpora have been collected in REVEAL THIS 
during the data collection phase. The collection 
will aid the development and evaluation of an 
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integrated infrastructure that will allow the user 
to store, categorize and retrieve multimedia and 
multi-lingual digital content across different 
sources with a view to personalize the user 
experience with these sources. The data 
collection pertains mainly to the domains of EU 
politics, News and Travel, and to a lesser extent 
to Health. The corpus consists of TV and radio 
recordings and of illustrated documents gathered 
from the web from February until May 2005. 
The corpus has the following general 
characteristics (Pastra & Piperidis 2006):

x�It encompasses multiple domains, i.e., 
Politics (EU politics in particular), Travel (travel 
information for tourists), News (national news in 
Greece, Britain, Belgium/France and web news 
on politics, travel and health) and Health 
(pharmaceutical products, common health issues 
e.g. alcoholism).

x�It is multimodal, i.e., it consists of video, 
audio, text and images.

x�It is multi-source, i.e., it comes from a 
variety of sources such as TV channels (satellite 
and terrestrial), radio broadcasts, and the web.

x�It is multilingual, i.e., it contains data in 
more than one language, and in particular in 
English (EN), Greek (EL) and French (FR).

x�It contains multimodal documents of 
different genres, which guarantee a significant 
variety in modality-specific characteristics, e.g.,
Ö�European Parliament plenary speeches 

vs. Press-conferences, which stands –among 
others- as a read speech vs. spontaneous speech
distinction,
Ö�European Parliament plenary session 

transcripts vs. web news and online travel 
guides, which stands as a formal vs.colloquial 
language distinction,
Ö�European Parliament plenary session and 

politics press conferences vs. travel 
documentaries, which stands as a face-rich vs
object/scene-rich distinction for images.

The following table illustrates the size of data 
collected for the various domains:

Domain Size
Video/Audio Politics 101.5h
News TV 17.5h
News Radio 17.5h
Web News 35K tokens

Table 1: Data collection size

2.1. Pre-processing stages
The audio data have been preprocessed via an 

existing pipeline of shallow processing tools for 
English and Greek. This processing 
infrastructure is based on both machine learning 
algorithms and rule-based approaches, together 

with language resources adapted to the needs of 
specific processing stages. Specifically, the 
processing tools include automatic speech 
recognition, tokenization and sentence boundary 
detection, part-of-speech tagging, 
lemmatization, chunk and clause recognition, 
and head identification modules. At a later stage, 
more sophisticated linguistic processing is 
performed in order to identify summary-worthy 
semantic units: terminology, named entities, 
speakers and facts inside utterances/sentences. 
The video data are preprocessed by a tool for 
automatic shot cut detection and keyframe 
extraction. This segments the video data into 
smaller units, and selects the most representative 
still images for further processing (image 
categorization, face detection and identification). 
Module inter-communication is facilitated via 
XML documents adhering to predefined DTDs.

2.2. Terminology
In this paper, the term document is used in its 

broader sense, denoting a video file, an audio 
stream or a Web document. A frame refers to a 
static image taken from the image track of a 
video. The term shot defines a single camera 
shot. A scene or story unit can be seen as a 
higher hierarchical unit of video data, situated 
above the frame and shot levels. Unfortunately, 
there is not a very precise general definition of a 
scene, the interpretation varies with the domain 
of video data. In a news bulletin, the parts where 
different news items are discussed form different 
stories. In a political debate video, a scene can 
be interpreted as the part where one speaker is 
talking.

3. Cross-media Summarization

3.1. Introduction
Cross-media summarization is the process of 

generating a summary by exploiting the media
streams (images, text, audio etc), pertaining to a 
single document. It principally attempts to 
combine in a non-linear way different types of 
features: visual, aural and textual co-existing in 
the original document, resulting in a condensed 
representation that retains as much important 
information as possible. These cross-media 
summaries can be further personalized based on 
user profiles and devices. For instance, on 
mobile platforms like PDA’s and mobile 
phones, the bandwidth and screen size is limited 
so that the visual part of a summary is restricted 
to a few representative images. On the contrary, 
in case of Web access video summaries in 
different configurations can be simultaneously 
broadcast to multiple users.

The architecture of our cross-media 
summarization [CSS] subsystem is depicted in 
the following diagram:
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Figure 1: Cross-media Summarization System 
architecture

The Cross-media Summarization Subsystem 
consists of three major components: the textual-
based summarization component, the visual-
based summarization component, and the cross-
media summarization component. The role of 
the textual engine is to produce summaries of 
speech transcriptions (video/audio sources) and 
html pages (Web data). The role of the visual 
engine is to select a variable number of 
characteristic frames (and corresponding shots) 
that are most representative for the video.
Finally, the cross-media summarizer aims at the 
fusion of the two previous analyses and the 
dynamic generation of a self-contained SMIL 
object, based on predefined templates. 

The proposed architecture is designed in 
order to cover:

x Domains under exploration
x Different channels across countries
x Different genres: documentaries, news
x Different sources: Radio, SAT/TV, Web
x Single and/or multi-document 

summarization
Our goal was to develop a unified 

architecture, adaptable to the different 
parameters stated above. Additionally, we target
two types of users/audiences:

1. a generic audience  who would like a 
summarized preview of the current stories (or 
the stories matching the user’s profile)

2. specialized audiences (e.g. journalists) who 
usually seek for specific information, for 
instance a timeline of statements made by a 
particular politician.

In order to fulfill the above requirements, we 
have implemented two different types of 
summaries. The first is more stereotyped, 
focusing on neutral, objective ways of 
presenting a story, offering a gist. The second 
involves user interaction, since the user actively 

influences the direction of the summary, and the 
system has to respond to the users’ interest.

With regard to layout, both types of 
summaries adopt the SMIL (Synchronized 
Multimedia Integration Language) markup 
language [W3C]. SMIL provides a framework 
for this type of collaboration and presentation of 
different media that can be properly time 
coordinated and synchronized. It also caters for 
customizing the presentation according to the 
display properties of the user device (mobile, 
settop box, desktop PC, etc.).

3.2. State-of-the-art
Research reported in the literature conceives 

the cross-media video summarization task as a
collection of audio, visual, and text segments 
that preserve the content and the structure of the 
underlying video (e.g. pictorial summary, story 
boards, and surface summary). (Uchihashi et al., 
1999) present methods for automatically 
creating pictorial summaries of videos using 
image and audio analysis to find keyframes of 
relative importance. The output consists of static 
images linked to the video and the users can 
interact with it. (Agnihotri et al., 2001) present a 
surface summarization method for talk shows. 
They process incoming video, extract and
analyze closed caption text, determining the 
boundaries of program segments as well as 
commercial breaks. (Aner et al., 2002) construct 
a highly compact tree-like hierarchical
representation of video called mosaic-based 
scene representation. They cluster scenes using a 
scene distance measure based on mosaic 
comparison.

The Informedia project (Christel et al., 2002) 
is focused on the automatic generation of video 
summarizations over very large archives of 
video segments. Their work utilizes the 
Informedia Project infrastructure, consisting of a 
huge collection of news, documentaries, lectures 
and other video genres along with multimedia 
content analysis tools. They have developed 
“video collages”: presentations of text, images,
audio, and video derived from multiple video 
sources. These collages are created through 
extracted textual and audio-visual metadata 
generated from the various Informedia modules 
(speech recognition, image and language 
processing) along with manually generated 
transcripts and closed-captioned text. A video 
collage, along with providing summaries of 
multiple video sources, serves as a navigation 
aid for further exploration.

The Video Scout project explored 
visualization and summarization of TV content
(Zimmerman et al., 2001) in a user-centered 
approach. By analyzing the visual, audio, and 
transcript data, Scout can segment and index TV 
programs, finding and recording specific video 
clips that match requests in users’ profiles. Each 
program segment offers an image of the 
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dominant host/guest for the segment, their name, 
and summarized text.

Kim et al (2003) produce a dynamic video 
summary by exploiting closed captions data to 
locate semantically meaningful highlights in a 
news video and speech signals in an audio
stream to align the closed caption data with the 
video in a time-line.

3.3. Generic summary
Our cross-media summarization system 

produces two summary types - generic and 
dynamic - addressing two types of audience. A 
generic summary aims at encompassing the most 
salient parts of its input and presenting them in a 
suitable way. On each occasion, we exploit 
domain knowledge to guide the summarization 
process. Currently, two different domains have 
been focused on: TV news and European 
Parliament sessions.

3.3.1. TV News
We have been investigating several ways of 

creating cross-media summaries in the genre of 
TV broadcast news. The central idea is to unveil 
the structure of such a program and simulate the 
actions taken by a news editor when preparing 
each story. Several videos from the Greek NET 
(New Hellenic Television) channel have been 
studied with focus on discovering patterns of 
presenting a news story. The general structure of 
a story is as follows:

Initially the newscaster, looking directly at 
the viewing audience, introduces the topic with a 
headline along with some explanatory 
utterances. This usually has a small duration: 
about half a minute. Then follows a reportage 
that displays either the person or a location 
depending on what the story is about. The 
sentences uttered in the reportage might repeat 
the words of the newscaster, and/or elaborate on 
the story. The narration may be interrupted by 
interviews of people involved in the story or 
texts (e.g. announcements, statements, tables, 
charts) or reportage from the field. At the end, 
the newscaster closes the story with a single 
sentence and introduces the next one. The order 
and duration of the story are determined by its 
importance; top stories are covered first and 
occupy a bigger part of the news bulletin. 

The following figure displays the four basic 
elements of a TV news story, and the way they
interact with each other:

Figure 2: Elements of a TV news story: The 
stronger the link, the more frequent the 
transition between them is expected to happen

The study has shown that the essence of the 
story, with regard to textual elements, is
captured by the transcript of the very first speech 
segments of the news anchor. The person who 
prepares the script aims at presenting the core
without “exhausting” the story, leaving space for 
the visual reportage. In addition, he/she tries to 
be as objective as possible, so this introductory 
transcript fits best for an un-biased textual 
summary of the story. Moreover, the audio 
transcript of the news anchor is very reliable 
since it is read from the auto-cue, without any 
background noise. On the visual axis however,
the image of the anchor does not carry any 
semantic load. The very first seconds (frames) of 
the reportage following the introduction are 
often the most content-bearing and in direct 
coherence with the newscaster’s audio (while 
drawing the immediate attention of the watcher).
The shots that follow tend to analyze the first 
sentences/images or present subjective views, 
and they should not contribute to a generic 
summary. Our hierarchical clustering tool is 
responsible for selecting the most representative 
frames of the reportage - possibly with an extra 
bias towards the first frames. 

It has to be stressed that the story type is 
crucial in determining what elements should be 
chosen for the cross-media summary. News 
stories about politics focus on persons and 
statements, while news about disasters or crimes 
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emphasize the scene of the event. The system 
should therefore synthesize summaries 
according to the story type. 

A typical example of a SMIL summary of a 
news story is illustrated in the following:

<smil 
xmlns="h ttp://ww w.w3.org /2001/SM IL20/Lan guage">

 <head>

  <layou t>

   <root -layout width="4 00" heig ht="300"  
backgrou nd-color ="white"  />

    <reg ion id=" layMainL ogo" top ="5" 
left="10 8" heigh t="50" w idth="18 5" fit=" fill" />

    <reg ion id=" layDescr iption" top="60"  
left="10 8" heigh t="65" w idth="18 5" fit=" fill" />

    <reg ion id=" layNewsV isuals" top="130 " 
left="10 " height ="165" w idth="18 5" fit=" fill" />  

    <reg ion id=" layNewsT ext" top ="130" 
left="20 5" heigh t="165" width="1 85" />

  </layo ut>

 </head>

<body>

  <par>

   <img src="RT- logo.jpg " region ="layMai nLogo" 
dur="60s " />

   <text  region= "layDesc ription"  
src="dat a:,Genre :%20News%0AChannel:%20Ne t%0ADate :
%2028/04 /2005%0A Time:%20 21:00" d ur="60s"  />

   <ref src="New s_Text.t xt" 
region=" layNewsT ext" >

    <par am name="fontFac e" value ="arial" />

    <par am name="charset " value= "iso-885 9-7"/>

   </ref > 

   <img src="thn ail0385- 001.jpg"  region=

"layNews Visuals"  id="New sButton"  dur="60 s" />

    <exc l dur="i ndefinit e">

    <vid eo src=" News_Net _280405_ 2100.rm"  
region=" layNewsV isuals" 
begin="N ewsButto n.activa teEvent"  
clipBegi n="25:04 .0" clip End="25: 10.0" />

    </ex cl>

   </par >

  </body >

</smil> 

Figure 3: Code snippet and snapshot from a 
SMIL TV-News cross-media summary

3.3.2. Europarliament sessions
In the case of European Parliament sessions,

most of the time the camera remains static; 
focused on the face of the specific member who 
has taken the floor. Occasionally, a general long 
shot of the chamber might be shown.

In CSS, a generic synopsis shows off the 
major topic/issues raised during the session 
presenting the different views/argumentation of 
the political parties involved in the discussion.  
Our implementation follows the above presented 
strategy. It opens with an image indicating the 
major topics discussed in the session. By 
clicking on a specific topic, users can watch a 
short video summary serializing the different 
political views expressed in the chamber. The 
significance of a topic/speaker is related to the 
time period allocated.

3.4. Dynamic summary
Generic summaries provide more or less 

entrenched representations that address the 
major topical issues; on the contrary, dynamic 
summaries offer an intriguing way of zooming 
at and scrutinising the various facets of the 
programme users are mostly interested in. In this 
respect, a dynamic summary is tailored to users’ 
requests facilitating their exploration to an 
extended depth through alternative navigation 
paths in the audiovisual content. To this end, we 
have implemented a dynamic generation of 
SMIL presentations component providing the 
necessary functionality allowing users to 
interactively guide into the content through their 
own choices.

In case of TV news, each story is 
decomposed into semantic categories (news 
anchor, reportage, interview, graphics etc) 
allowing users to delve into the relevant 
subsections and distill the crucial points of the 
particular parts of a story. In case of Euro-
parliament, a 3-tier template is foreseen. First, a 
synopsis of the topics addressed is presented. By 
clicking on a specific topic, a list of 
speakers/members with relevant footage is 
shown. By clicking on a specific speaker, users 
can hear or/and view a summary of his/her 
speech in their preferred language.

The following snapshot provides a preview of 
such a type of summary for the European 
parliament sessions:
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Figure 4: Snapshot of a dynamic topic-based 
summary

4. Components description

4.1. Textual-based Summarization

4.1.1. Architecture-methodology
Our textual summarization component 

provides extract-based, single/multi document 
summaries. For each segment (sentence in case 
of written texts) a score, indicative of the 
segments’s salience, is calculated as a weighted 
sum of several features we believe to be 
important. To this end, we exploit the MEAD 
summarization environment (Radev et al., 2004)
which is highly parameterizable and allows 
experiments with combinations of different 
features and methods. Currently selected
features involve the position of the segment 
inside the input stream, the segment length as 
well as linguistic properties (inclusion and 
importance of centroids, terms, named entities,
facts). The scoring formula is the following:

SCORE (s) = wpPp+wcPc+wTPT+wnPN+wfPf

given that length(S) ��3l

Pl is a cut-off filter for segments shorter or 
equal than a predefined threshold (currently 2).

Pp is the positional score, favouring segments 
closer to the beginning of the document.

Pc is the centroid score, i.e. inclusion of 
central words for the document cluster.

Pt is the score for spotted terms
Pn is the score for spotted named entities
Pf is the score for spotted facts. (Facts are 

defined as the most significant events that 
characterize the data of a specific domain)

and w{p,c,t,n,f} are the adjusted feature weights 

Next, in order to reduce redundancy, 
segments are re-scored according to their cosine 
similarity to already selected ones. If the 
similarity exceeds a selected threshold of 70% 
then the segment is dropped from summary.

After the scores refinement has been finished, 
the top-ranked segments, in their original order, 
are selected to form the extract (their number 
determined by a compression factor currently set 
to 10%).

4.1.2. State of the art
Recent work on textual-based summarization 

has focused on extracts rather than abstracts, 
reflecting the difficulty in tackling the problems 
introduced by the complexities of language 
(anaphora, polysemy, world knowledge, etc.). 
Corpus-based systems follow up classical 
approaches combining the calculation of corpus 
statistics in a learning framework. (Kupiec et al.,
1995) developed a Bayesian classifier, viewing 
the extraction problem as statistical 
classification one, while (Barzilay and Elhadad 
1997) computed lexical chains, the strongest of 
which pinpoint to significant sentences. A 
centroid-based summarization of multiple 
documents is presented in (Radev et al., 2004), 
and (Witbrock and Mittal 1999) used statistical 
models to choose important terminology and 
their syntactic context in order to produce 
headline summaries.

More sophisticated NLP techniques try to 
identify key passages based on the analysis 
either of word relatedness or of discourse 
structure. (Salton et al. 1997) try to identify 
salient passages by calculating the degree of 
lexical connectedness (e.g. common terms) 
between a candidate passage and the rest of the 
text. Other research rewards passages that 
include topic words, i.e. words that correlate 
well with the topic of interest to the user or with 
the general theme of the source text 
(Strzalkowski et al. 1999).

Alternatively, a summarizer may reward 
passages that occupy important positions in the 
discourse structure of the text. (Marcu 1997)
derives the rhetorical structure of texts using 
discourse usages of cue words. (Teufel and 
Moens 2002) show how particular types of 
rhetorical relations in scientific journal articles 
can be reliably identified through the use of 
classification. 

4.2. Visual-based Summarization

4.2.1. Architecture-methodology
Our visual summarization component takes 

as input a set of key frames, i.e. representative 
frames for the shots of the input video. A shot 
cut detection algorithm (Osian et al., 2004) is 
applied  which detects shot cuts by analyzing 
motion-compensated image differences and 
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characterises each shot (of variable length) with 
a single key frame.

Taking into consideration that a summary 
should be able to adapt to users’ preferences and 
situation, a flexible solution is proposed in the 
form of a hierarchical summarization tree. 
Depending on the desired output, an arbitrary 
number of representative images can then be 
extracted at runtime. The hierarchical 
summarization tree is constructed in an offline 
phase, as follows. We repeatedly group visually 
similar key frames into clusters, choosing each 
time for each cluster as prototype the image with 
the highest relevance value (see below). This 
results in a hierarchical tree structure, which can 
be sliced at a certain height, yielding the desired 
number of clusters, each with its corresponding 
prototype image. 

To compute the visual distance between two 
images, we use the L2-norm of the distance 
between the colour histograms of the images, 
with colours measured in RGB-space and using 
histograms of 256×3 bins. The visual distance 
between two clusters is defined as the visual 
distance between their prototypes. The matrix 
containing the visual distances between all key 
frame pairs of one example video fragment is 
shown in figure 5. Hierarchical clustering of key 
frames is done based on this distance matrix. 
The resulting hierarchical summarization tree is 
shown in figure 6.

Figure 5: Matrix with visual distances between 
key shots

Figure 6: Hierarchical Summarization Tree

When combining two clusters, a new 
prototype must be chosen, among the prototypes 
of the merging clusters. We do this selection on 
the basis of a relevance value. It is clear that in a 
summary only the most relevant key frames 
must be present. Our relevance value is a 
combination of two factors: the time duration 
and a salience measure.

We assume that, in a general video sequence, 
longer shots are more relevant and hence their 
corresponding key frames should be more likely 
to appear in the final summarization. Indeed, a 
key frame from a long shot explains a larger part 
of the video. For instance, during a speech in the 
European parliament the speaker is shown most 
of the time, in a few long shots, while the 
audience is shown only briefly in a few 
intermittent shots. The time duration of a shot is 
thus a good measure for the relevance of its key 
frame. When combining two or more shots into 
a cluster, time durations are added.

A second component of the relevance value is 
the salience. This measure takes into account 
that in some cases shots that are shown for a 
long time in the video segment may be relatively 
unimportant nevertheless. Examples are shots 
showing the anchor person of a news broadcast, 
or the moderator of a parliament session. We 
can detect this type of shots because they also 
appear a lot in the video material outside the 
story segment under scrutiny, for instance 
during the rest of the news broadcast. The 
salience measure Si adds relevance to shots 
which are repeated frequently inside the story 
segment, but do not appear often outside it: 

where kj is a key frame inside the same story 
part as ki, and kl outside that story part. 
Histogram distance is denoted as dist. This is 
similar to the tf-idf mechanism (text frequency –
inverted document frequency) often exploited in 
text document analysis. 

When combining two key frames into one 
cluster, the relevance value of the selected 
prototype image, computed as the product of the 
salience and the time duration Ri=Sidi, is 
transferred to the higher level of the tree:

Figure 6 shows the resulting clustering tree, 
with at each branch the number of the chosen 
prototype. Now, this tree can be cut at a chosen 
height to yield the desired number of 
representative images for the story segment.

4.2.2. State of the art
Visual-based summarization typically boils 

down to the selection of the most relevant shots 
or key frames, either using some highlighting 
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mechanism or based on clustering. The former 
approach (Smith and Kanade, 1997; Lienhart et 
al., 1997; Ma et al., 2002) relies on heuristics 
about what humans typically consider relevant 
video fragments, e.g. scenes with a lot of 
contrast, scenes with close-ups of faces, scenes 
with a lot of motion activity, etc. The latter 
approach, on the other hand, studies the 
(dis)similarity between frames, e.g. using 
singular value decomposition (Gong and Liu, 
2000), non-negative matrix factorization 
(Cooper and Foote, 2002), or clustering 
techniques (e.g., Mundur et al., 2005). In 
REVEAL THIS, we follow the latter clustering-
based approach, yet using a heuristics-based 
weighting scheme. 

Visualization of video summaries is typically 
either in the form of a new, shorter video (so-
called video skim or video trailer (Smith and 
Kanade, 1997; Gong and Liu, 2000) or in the 
form of a set of representative key frames 
(Shipman et al., 2003; Wactlar, 2000; Mundur et 
al., 2005). A video skim is a shortened video 
that maintains as much semantic content within 
the desired time constraint as possible. This 
visualization method is very intuitive and 
informative, yet difficult to extract and not 
suited for interaction with the user. 
Representative key frames, on the other hand, 
can be spatially organized to reflect the structure 
or content of the video, and can be made 
clickable such that a user can zoom in on a 
specific part of the video to drill deeper. 
However, the spatio-temporal properties and
audio content are lost. 

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have addressed the issue of 

creating cross-media summaries by synthesizing 
salient parts of the media elements that comprise 
the original audiovisual content. We have 
proposed a template-based technique that takes 
into account both the characteristics of the 
media and the users’ profiles. With this strategy 
in mind, two domains (broadcast TV news and 
European parliament sessions) and two types of 
users (generic, specialized) have been accounted 
for. The resulting layout templates, encoded as 
SMIL presentations, serve both as preview 
generic summaries and as entry points for 
further exploration of the digital information 
content.

With regard to future work we plan to:
(1) Expand our work to the travel 

documentaries domain.
(2)  Integrate translation capabilities in order 

to provide summaries in the user’s preferred 
language regardless of the language of the 
original media.

(3) Evaluate our approach by involving user 
focus groups in the retrieval task of the project.
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Abstract
This paper reviews how the concept of Media Crossing has contributed to the advancement of the application
domain of information access and explores directions for a future research agenda. These will include themes
that could help to broaden the scope and to incorporate the concept of medium-crossing in a more general
approach that not only uses combinations of medium-specific processing, but that also exploits more abstract
medium-independent representations, partly based on the foundational work on statistical language models for
information retrieval. Three examples of successful applications of media crossing will be presented, with a
focus on the aspects that could be considered a first step towards a generalized form of media mining.

1. Introduction

According to numerous policy makers, IT gu-
rus and advocates of IT initiatives, there is some-
thing to be gained by the possibility for users of
all kinds to watch or listen audiovisual content
anytime, anywhere and via all kinds of platforms.
The kind of information referred to by the various
kinds of visionaries, can be characterized as het-
erogeneous in topic, in format, in language, and
collection structure. A wide range of reactions
on this vision can be observed. From the side of
the sceptics one of the major questions is whether
the concept of nomadic consumption of arbitrary
types of content really match realistic user needs?
But there is also the view that the target is right,
but that the vision expressed above is not ambi-
tious enough and that the important trend should
not focus primarily on the use case of advanced
content consumption, but on the more abstract
modeling and representation of information, in-
dependent of use cases. This dichotomy could be
interpreted as two compatible views, correspond-
ing to two different agendas. On the one hand
that of software vendors and researchers looking
for opportunities to demonstrate the added value
of their work, and on the other hand the long term
agenda of research communities?

1.1. From Media Crossing ....
With the growing interest in cross-media

functionality (for applications such as indexing,
browsing, generation, etc.), the insight in the in-
herent limitations grows as well. Attempts to
build cross-media indexing environments have
been around now for more than 10 years. Some of
these attempts even have yielded unquestionable
successes, either commercially or researchwise.

Any serious review of the added value of tools
and techniques that have been prosposed and its
potential for future advancement of the fiels of in-
formation processing will make clear that in the
long run we can not be satisfied with a framework
that is characterized by the combination of multi-
ple medium-specific processing. Instead, a future
should imply a perspective and a vision on how
to build a parameterized representation space that
could serve both as a foundational framework for
formal information models as well as a concep-
tual basis for application development.

1.2. ... to Media Mining
This paper will describe and compare three

different experimental systems that can be con-
sidered successful in their contribution to the re-
search agenda. That is, looking backwards. An-
other way to characterize them is to call them
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relatively simple instantiations of media-crossing
applications. In what follows below it will
be shown how the three experimental systems
each call for a more ambitious and multidisci-
plinary approach that could help define the next-
generation of content consumption tools. Though
conceptually and formally these tools can clearly
be associated with well-establsihed and familiar
concepts such as multimedia retrieval or cross-
media indexing, a more careful investigation can
reveal that they each have taken one or more
small steps into a direction that is far more am-
bitious. For this reason they could be considered
to as examples of ’media mining’ avant la lettre.

In the next section the concept of media min-
ing will briefly be introduced an even widened.
The range of research themes that can be linked
to it, will be addressed via the description of three
cases in the section 3-5. The concluding section
will summarize the main findings.

2. Media Mining
Very soon after the introduction of the notion

of data-mining in the nineties, it became clear that
’knowledge discovery’, a term often used for data
mining techniques, was not just applicable to the
digging up of more or less hidden data patterns
in traditional databases. Via text mining, audio
mining en media mining, the concept has been
claimed to be applicable to all sorts of digital
data. Even the term reality mining has been in-
troduced and rapidly taken up: Google produced
3000 hits already in Spring 2005, and over 13000
in April 2006). There seems no limit to the appli-
cability of the concept of reality mining: it is hard
to come up with something that is NOT covered
by the word ’reality’. But even without trying to
tackle this philosophical challenge it is easy to
see that there is a magnitude of data almost above
imagination and that the diversity of types of ’be-
ings’ that can be captured with mining techniques
is enormous. In principle knowledge about reality
and its inhabitants do not follow, let alone obey
the borders of media formats and modalities. As
a consequence developing tools that support the
crossing of format borders in exploring digital
archives can be no more than a very first step to-
wards fully exploiting the treasures out there.

Still, and luckily, tools for simply crossing me-
dia in search environments do exist. Already

for several few years there is even a search task
within the context of the TRECVID that stim-
ulates the exploitation of speech transcripts for
the retrieval of video. (Cf. (Smeaton et al.,
2003).) Relativizing the advancedness of such
tools obliges one even more to assess their value.
Of course it would be unjust to deny that they
can be extremely useful, and particularly in very
specific uses cases with very specific user tasks
and data sets, crossing media may be the only
way to go. But even if one accepts the always-
everything-anywhere-mantra, research agenda’s
should take a wider perspective and develop
frameworks that can accommodate more ambi-
tious functionalities for the tackling of the prob-
lem of indexing multifaceted collections. Actual
user needs for this domain may be hard to pre-
dict, but there is clearly an interest from e.g., con-
tent syndication parties, portal owners and con-
tent providers.

In addition to more and better medium-
specific analysis tools, there is the need for anal-
ysis models that deliver features that can be in-
tegrated in a medium-independent representation
and for search models that can abstract away
from media-specific features. Ad hoc merging
of ranked lists based on word occurrence statis-
tics and image features can be effective, but the
real goal should be transformation and integration
of representations into one medium-independent
representation. The attempt to use conceptual
structures as a representation that is independent
of language and modality is one of the most
salient features of what has more recently become
known as semantic web, and it will be crucial to
take up lessons learned from that framework, in-
cluding work on the bridging of the semantic gap,
or more in particular content-based image analy-
sis. And thirdly the metaphor of translation could
help to clarify the difference in ambition between
media crossing and media mining.

As announced, the next sections we will re-
view three experimental approaches each illus-
trating the media crossing paradigm in a different
way.

• Content reduction

• Content merging

• Content enhancement
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3. The Content Reduction Case
In various domains, professional information

analysts have to deal with large amounts of in-
formation which is refreshed on a daily basis and
disseminated via various media types: traditional
newspapers, news wires and magazines, internet
sites and also television broadcasts via air or ca-
ble. Analysis and monitoring of these open news
sources, which in some cases are coupled to non-
public sources of information, is often crucial for
efficient and effective workflow. Various mining
tools can support the task of news analysts. In
this section the crucial role of content reduction
as prerequisite for mining will be discussed.

3.1. Parameterized abstraction and
summarization

Multimedia news browsing differs from mul-
timedia retrieval in several respects. A major
difference is that browsers are supposed to sup-
port information search by offering the user not
just access to data, but also one or more perspec-
tives on the available data. (Examples of different
perspectives are e.g., chronology and geography.)
The more flexible a browser, the more different
perspectives. etc. In other words: browsers offer
a wider range of access functionalities in an inte-
grated way. Indexing can be the basic function-
ality, but in addition clustering, classification, ex-
traction of headlines and proper names, and sum-
marization can be exploited to build. If a dis-
closure system integrates news content from het-
erogenous sources and in multiple formats, e.g.,
text, audio and video, a salient feature of the
browsing functionality could be that that the con-
tent can be accessed at various levels of abstrac-
tion. For this purpose a variety of content reduc-
tion tools can be applied.

Examples of automatic content reduction tech-
niques are abstraction tools such as classifica-
tion, redundancy detection (via topic-based clus-
tering), summarization, or the generation of a
network representation. There is no absolute
criterion for the adequacy of these techniques.
Whether or not a classification or a summary
of a document is useful may vary per user, per
user task, per location, etc. To set the system
parameters that eventually determine the output,
tools that generate abstractions should collect fre-

quency and co-occurrence data of content fea-
tures, weigh them against background models,
and combine them with information about the
user and the context of use.

3.2. Abstraction versus reduction

Effective content abstraction is a key feature
for improved efficiency of the information anal-
ysis task. In this context the notion ’abstraction’
refers both to conceptual structure, as well as to
(reduced) content size. Both forms may pay a role
in the automatic enrichment of content via a mul-
tifaceted metadata structure.

Various useful levels of abstraction can be dis-
tinguished, as different analysis tasks may im-
pose different requirements on the level of con-
ciseness, and even different perspectives on the
content can correspond to different metadata re-
quirements. For example, a proper name index
on a cluster gives another perspective than a list
of topic labels generated by thesaurus-based clas-
sification. Metadata types such as keywords and
headlines help the user to select potentially inter-
esting clusters for further inspection. This more
detailed inspection step can subsequently involve
looking at the titles of the individual news items
and reading a multi-document extract. Though
content abstraction implies content reduction, the
reverse only holds if the reduced representations
(e.g., summaries, headlines ) are representative
from one or more perspectives. This is indepen-
dent of whether the abstraction techniques yield
reduced representations in running text, such as
extractive or abstractive summaries, or extracted
headlines, or structured objects, such as networks
of list of proper names or named entities, topic
labels for clusters, list extracted key words, etc.

3.3. Lessons learned from Novalist

At TNO a news browser for heterogenous me-
dia archives has been developed which is called
Novalist. It aims to facilitate the work of in-
formation analysts in the following way: (i) re-
lated news stories are clustered to create dossiers,
sometimes also called ’threads’, (ii) dossiers re-
sulting from clustering are analysed and anno-
tated with several types of metadata, and (iii) a
browsing screen provides multiple views on the
dossiers and their metadata.
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One of the reasons why it offers an interest-
ing case for the perspective of this paper is the
content base for which the browser functionality
can be demonstrated. The corpus disclosed by
the demonstrator system consists of a collection
of news items published by a number of major
Dutch newspapers and magazines, web crawls,
a video corpus of several news magazines and a
video archive with all 2001 broadcasts of NOS
Journaal, the daily news show of the Dutch pub-
lic TV station. The autocue files for the video
archive function as collateral text, i.e., text that is
not the primary target of search, but that supports
the disclosure of video via the time links to media
fragments. The entire collection consists of some
160,000 individual news items from 21 different
sources.

Another crucial aspect is the technique known
as document clustering applied in combination
with topic detection (also known as topic discov-
ery). The system has to deal with dynamic infor-
mation, about which no full prior knowledge is
available. There is no fixed number of target top-
ics and events types. The system must both dis-
cover new events as the incoming stories are pro-
cessed, and associate incoming stories with the
event-based story clusters already created. Clus-
tering is done incrementally: for a new incoming
story, the system has to decide instantaneously to
which topic cluster the story belongs. Since the
clustering algorithms are unsupervised, no train-
ing data is needed.

Via document clustering, structure is gener-
ated in news streams, while the annotations can
be applied as filters: search for relevant items
need not to apply on analyzed data but can be
limited to relevant subsets of the collection. No-
valist supports the fast identification of relevant
dossiers during browsing. Dossiers are visual-
ized in a compact overview window with links to
a time axis. Additional functionality could con-
sist of the automatic generation of links to related
sources, both internal and external.

The screen dump of the end-user application in
Figure 1 illustrates the browser functionality. For
a detailed explanation of the concept of topic de-
tection and the similarity concept applied in the
language modeling approach that is underlying
Novalist, and for an overview of the performance
evaluation of some components, cf. (Spitters and

Kraaij, 2002), (Jong and Kraaij, 2005).
Novalist demonstrates that multiple document

abstractions effectively mediate different levels
of granularity. The analysis can be performed
independently of end-user queries. Due to the
emphasis on content preprocessing it can support
an entire chain of users: content portals that se-
lect subsets of news according to filters to serve
their users, professional information analysts that
link the portal content to their own repositories,
and nomadic news consumers. The media cross-
ing proper is limited to linking audiovisual data
via their textual transcriptions to the items in the
text-based clusters, and though the source cross-
ing that comes in via the combinations of a wide
range of open source titles could be viewed as
a distinguishing feature as well. But it is the
clustering that brings in the mining perspective,
strengthened by the fact that the clustering could
easily be extended to numerical data, click pat-
terns to set profiles, etc.

Similar dossier generation applications, with
topic clustering as basis and content reduction as
additional functionality, could be applied in other
domains than news, and/or for other combina-
tions of media. In addition to text from newspa-
pers and autocue files (=teleprompter) files, tran-
scripts of broadcast audio generated with auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) could be taken
into account, Assuming that the material can be
properly segmented, such sources could be linked
to the related topical clusters. Cf. also section 5.

4. The Content Merging Case
In the spectrum of attempts to exploit textual

resources for the disclosure of media archives
most attention has gone into the role of speech
transcripts and their added value on the retrieval
of news video broadcasts. Less attention has
been given to the possibility to apply informa-
tion extraction techniques for video archives. The
project MUMIS which was completed in 2003
can be considered to fill this gap. In addition
to investigating the possibility for the generation
of speech transcripts for sports programmes, it
payed attention to the possibility to exploit the
redundancy in the target document collection.
The system components developed provide an
analysis for news, commentaries, structured ta-
bles from reports, covering international football
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Figure 1: Novalist: browsing multimedia dossiers through associated metadata; query term: ’Enron’

games in multiple languages and multiple modal-
ities, and the resultant data are merged to function
as a searchable conceptual knowledge base of all
content with links to the timecodes of the corre-
sponding media fragments.

4.1. Multi-source Information Extraction
The combination of research issues central to

MUMIS were given in by the characteristic fea-
tures of the archive studied: football commen-
taries for an international tournament. What are
the crucial features for this type of archive: it con-
sists of video recordings accompanied by several
textual sources that cover the same event, but do
not necessarily give identical or overlapping in-
formation about that event. Cf. Table 1 for exam-
ples. Rather the documents should be called par-
allel, or even less weakly: comparable. As a con-
sequence of the availability of such a combina-
tion of sources, the relations between the extrac-
tion results can be analysed in order to generate
one single merged representation. Errors origi-
nating from one of the texts can be removed based
on information from the other texts, redundan-
cies can be taken out, and furthermore the merged
partial knowledge from separate sources provides
a more complete and coherent annotation of the

Formal text
England 1 - 0 Germany
Shearer (52)
Bookings Beckham (42)...

Ticker
41 mins: Beckham is shown a yellow card for retaliating on Ulf
Kirsten seconds after he is denied a free-kick.
40’ Hoekschop Engeland met David Beckham. Slecht getrapt.
Meteen maakt Beckham daarna een fout en krijgt een gele kaart.

Match
David Beckham - a muted force in attack - was shown a yellow card
for a late challenge on Kirsten...

Transcription
...it’s gonna be a card here for David Beckham it is yellow mmm
well again his was the name in the post match headlines...
David Beckham hielt die Sohle noch druber schauen Sie mit dem
Hinterteil auch harter Einsatz gegen Kirsten und Collina zeigt ihm
Gelb eine der Unarten leider von David Beckham
Beckham met*x Kirsten dat is nou weer dom wat die Beckham doet
ja zal ie dat dan nooit leren Kirsten overdrijft nu hoor maar Kirsten
gaat ’t duel in geeft een zet en dan reageert Beckham op deze manier
in ieder geval krijgt ie dan weer geel

Table 1: Different accounts of the same event in dif-
ferent languages

material to be disclosed. The MUMIS disclosure
approach can be termed multi-source information
extraction. As IE modules , such as GATE (cf.
(Saggion et al., 2002)) and SCHUG (cf. (De-
clerck, 2002)), have been applied developed for
three languages, it is also a case of multilingual
IE.
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4.2. Improved retrieval via merging
In MUMIS the goal of merging is to yield im-

proved metadata based on information from all
documents available from the various sources. As
is to be expected, complete recognition of events
in natural language sentences is extremely diffi-
cult. Often, events will be only partially recog-
nised. The result of merging is one description for
all events of a single match that in terms of com-
pleteness and correctness has been optimized. A
merged annotation is supposed to offer better re-
trieval results for the multimedia content. The
example below, taken from actual results on the
Euro 2000 match Netherlands vs. Yugoslavia,
gives a rough indication of how merging results
in a more complete picture of what happened in
the 30-31st minute of the match.

The IE component recognizes in document A a de-
scription of an action of the type SAVE, performed in
the 31st minute. In addition, it recognizes the names
of two instances of the concept PLAYER: Van der
Sar (the Dutch goalkeeper) and Mihajlovic (a Yu-
goslavian player), but the IE system can not figure
out which of these two performed the save.
In document B IE component recognizes an event
of the type FREE-KICK in the 30th minute, and the
names of the same two players. It fails to detect
which player took the free-kick.
The fact that the same two players are involved,
plus the small difference between the time-stamps,
strongly suggests that both descriptions are about the
same event. The merger component matches the par-
tial descriptions from A and B, and concludes that
it was Mihajlovic who took the free-kick which was
followed by a save by Van der Sar.

Figure 2: MUMIS: Example of event merging (infor-
mal)

The merging procedure exploits the fact that
all available information sources make reference
to a time line for the soccer match. This time-
line can either be explicit, but sometimes remains
implicit. The examples indicates that merging is
a combination of three subtasks: time-alignment,
unification, and re-ordering. Figure 3 shows the
first step for a set of two documents.

As reported in e.g., (Kuper and et al, 2003)
experiments have indicated that merging seems
to improve retrieval performance.

Figure 3: MUMIS: Time-alignment. Vertical lines
denote documents, numbers are time stamps; thin
lines: possible bindings; thick lines: strongest bind-
ings.

4.3. Lessons learned
MUMIS is clearly a case of information access

via media crossing: via time-coded text links into
video fragments can be provided. But from the
mining perspective it is the merging aspect that is
more salient. MUMIS showed that when multiple
sources of information are available at the same
time, it is likely that the quality and/or reliabil-
ity will diverge. In combination with IE technol-
ogy, domain models that link up to templates sets
of an interesting size, and reasoning techniques
it becomes possible to single out, or even gen-
erate optimal representations. Clearly something
can be won by having available more, and ide-
ally certified sources. In the MUMIS case the en-
hancement of content representations via merg-
ing exploited primarily text, but integration with
all kinds of gazeteers, and repositories of numer-
ical data sources could have additional impact.
Especially the scalability of this type of content
processing is an issue for further research.

5. The Content Enhancement Case
Most tools that support the searching and

browsing of media content in some way or other
deploy the concept of matching. A representation
of the search query is matched onto a representa-
tion of the information that is available. In case
the formats for query and content representation
differ there is a mismatch to be solved. Speech
is a carrier of language and therefor a candidate
format for content oriented search. But for sim-
ple text-based querying of spoken word archives
there is an initial mismatch. Only if the either the
query or the content has been converted to the for-
mat of the other can a matching algorithm be ap-
plied. As explained in e.g., (Goldmann and et al,
2005), in the case of spoken document search
there are several ways to create matchable rep-
resentations. Most common nowadays are ap-
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proaches that seek to preprocess the audio signal
and to apply automatic speech recognition (ASR)
to produce a textual transcript. The transcripts
can be the basis for a time-coded index that can
support the search for audio fragment. This tech-
nique has been widely applied for various lan-
guages, and in absence of generally applicable
tools for video analysis, speech has become the
number one entry to large volumes of video con-
tent. A clear and widely reported example of me-
dia crossing.

Less widespread is work on the exploitation
of textual content to complement the speech tran-
scripts. The first role of text is of course to feed
the language models needed to build large vocab-
ulary speech recognition. But in addition there
are other roles. One of them is that parallel or
comparable texts can help to decrease or even
eliminate the word error rate of ASR systems. If
a manually produced transcript is available, e.g.,
the minutes of parliamentary sessions, or subtitles
for broadcast data, the two parallel texts could be
aligned. The timecodes of the ASR transcripts
could then be fed into the manually produced
text, which in turn could be used for user feed-
back during search. Also the particular the out-
of-vocabulary rate could be decreased: if a (non-
perfect) ASR transcript is used a the basis for a
search of related text, and the terms referring to
named entities in the most similar texts are fed
into the language models, a second run of the
ASR could yield improved recognition results.

Finally there is of course also the possibility
to use an audio fragment as a query for textual
documents. An obvious application domain for
this option is, again, news. But it works also
in other domains than news, e.g., oral history
archives, meeting or lecture recordings, digital
story telling, etc. In combination with e.g., man-
ually generated minutes, historical studies, policy
plans, etc., ASR can provide a welcome or even
required additional perspective on the recorded
A/V content. Another option to consider would
be link generation to geographical data (maps)
or other kinds of repositories with a non-linear
structure.

Initial experiments with the exploitation of
ASR generated transcripts for the search of re-
lated text in the cultural heritage domain has been
reported in e.g., (Morang et al., 2005).

Figure 4: Linking audio to text

6. Conclusions and
recommendations

The primary scope of the systems described in
this paper are aiming at information access. Pat-
tern detection, which is at the heart of all kinds of
mining, is in principle applicable in a much wider
range of domains, so the mining concept has a
broader scope. Even if we exclude purely numer-
ical data patterns, it could cover diverge topics
such as interaction patterns, advertisement cam-
paigns, opinions, moods on certain topics, syn-
onyms, etc. The majority of these examples will
serve the needs of professional users first of all
(including computational linguists). But as noted
above, one of the crucial differences between me-
dia mining and media crossing, is the relative in-
dependence of use cases for mining. Only after
mining tools have been applied the usability of
the patterns become evident. In the domain of
NLP this holds for example for web-based Ques-
tion Answering, a search application heavily uses
precompiled lists of facts mined from the web.

For development of a research agenda address-
ing issues that can help building next-generation
of media access tools that do not just cross modal-
ities and formats, but that can generate medium-
neutral, or in some cases normalized represen-
tations, I see a number important sources of in-
spiration. First there is the analysis of content
in term of ontologies, a theme that is getting
wide attention under the label of ’semantic web
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technology’, and that will undoubtedly help to
advance the field of media crossing. Second,
there is the field of machine translation. Some
decades ago it introduced the concepts of inter-
lingual and language-independent meaning repre-
sentation. The former could be taken as the coun-
terpart of media-crossing approaches that take
textual representations as interlingua. The later is
close to the generalized interpretation that could
help to establish the more general framework and
that in this paper has been linked to the concept
of media mining. In particular if the number of
modalities and formats to be covered increases,
the need for medium-independent intermediate
representation will increase as well.

Interestingly enough a basis for generalizing
approaches to the processing of multimodal in-
formation could come from the language (sic)
modeling approach to Information Retrieval. Cf.
(Ponte and Croft, 1998), (Hiemstra, 1998). The
language modeling approach to retrieval is based
on the philosophy that the language in a relevant
document follows the same distribution as that in
the query. This same philosophy can also be ap-
plied to content-based image and video retrieval,
where the only difference lies in the definition
of language. Content-based image retrieval sys-
tems are usually based on a vector-space model
(Smeulders et al., 2000). Collection images are
represented as vectors in a high-dimensional fea-
ture space, and similarity between images is esti-
mated by a distance metric defined on this space.
A drawback of this model is that it is far from ob-
vious how to combine similarity in one represen-
tation (e.g., color histograms) with that of another
one (e.g., texture); especially when a combina-
tion is concerned of different modalities, such as
video shots represented by their visual, audio, and
speech content. Recently, several attempts have
been made to investigate whether discrete bag-of-
words models (as used in full-text retrieval) can
be also developed and effectively implemented
for visual content and the so-called ’visual words’
it consists of. Cf. e.g., (Squire et al., 2000), (Jin
and Hauptmann., 2002), (Vries and Westerveld,
2004).

With the availability of more abstract models,
media formats can not only be crossed, but even-
tually really integrated, and the content they store
can be explored in a genuinely general way. The

approaches mentioned rely on heavy process-
ing power, but with the likely advances in grid-
processing there is no reason to doubt that the
required capacity will become available. While
seeking on the one hand collaboration with com-
munities involved in foundational research on ab-
stract content models, language engineers should
on the other hand continue to carefully design the
media-crossing applications, and to apply all the
heuristics they can get hold of to improve their
tools and to demonstrate the added value of lan-
guage processing for the disclosure of informa-
tion.
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